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THE MARKETS ON MONDAY

Chg#

Sensex
39,352.6S
Nifty
11,828.3S
Nifty Futures*
11,859.5S
Dollar
~69.7
Euro
~77.8
Brent crude ($/bbl)##
72.9##
Gold (10 gm)###
~31,571.0T

1,421.9
421.1
31.2
~70.2**
~78.4**
73.3**
~370.0

*(May) Premium on Nifty Spot; **Previous close;
# Over previous close; ## At 9 pm IST;
### Market rate exclusive of VAT; Source: IBJA
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ENFIELD SUED IN US OVER
PATENT INFRINGEMENT

GENPACT’S INDIA WORKFORCE
POWERS E-CAR RACING EVENT

PUBLISHED SIMULTANEOUSLY FROM AHMEDABAD, BENGALURU, BHUBANESWAR, CHANDIGARH, CHENNAI, HYDERABAD, KOCHI, KOLKATA, LUCKNOW, MUMBAI (ALSO PRINTED IN BHOPAL), NEW DELHI AND PUNE

Best day in a decade for markets

THE CMIE TRACKER
CONSUMER SENTIMENT INDEX
(Base: October-December 2016=100)

Indices salute exit poll projections, zoom to record highs
SUNDAR SETHURAMAN & JASH KRIPLANI
Mumbai, 20 May
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PALLIATIVES ARE NO SOLUTIONS
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HUAWEI INDIA JOURNEY
HITS A WALL AS US TECH
GIANTS UP THE ANTE

American internet major Google has
banned Huawei from some of the Android
mobile services, in a new twist to the
continuing trade war between the US and
China. Other US-based tech giants such as
Intel and Qualcomm, too, have deserted
Huawei globally, adding to the adverse
impact on the India business of the
Chinese telecom major.
12 >

Health ministry may
offer dialysis at home
In a first, the health ministry is planning to
offer peritoneal dialysis facility to kidney
patients at home under the Pradhan
Mantri National Dialysis Programme. It was
launched in 2016 to provide free dialysis
care to patients in district hospitals.

ECONOMY & PUBLIC AFFAIRS P4

Irdai proposes to hike
third-party insurance

INSIDE

Third-party insurance premium for cars,
two-wheelers, and transport vehicles
may go up, with Irdai proposing increase
in premium rates for the current financial
year. Irdai has proposed to increase motor
third-party premium rates for cars below
1,000cc to ~2,120, from the existing ~1,850.

YIELDS SOFTEN

~ vs $ (inverted scale)

10-year bond (yield in %)

39,352.6
May 20

~ TAKES CUES FROM EQUITY, RISES SHARPLY
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JONATHAN GARNER

Chief strategist for Asia and EM,
Morgan Stanley
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Biggestgains in S&P BSESectoral Index

5.24 trillion

Index
May 20, ‘19
Infra
206.3
Capital Goods 18,735.4
Industrials
3,139.1
Realty
2,062.9
Bankex
34,416.5
Energy
4,848.5
Power
1,944.8
Oil & Gas
15,299.6
Auto
18,982.0
Metal
10,804.7

~

S&P BSE %chg *
Sensex
19,929.06 4.69
18,361.66 6.62
16,217.49 6.07
14,284.21 17.34
39,352.67
3.75

Change*
893.58
1,139.92
928.09
2,110.79
1,421.90

*Change over previous close

37,930.7

APOSSIBLE
STRONG
MANDATE FOR
MODI MEANS
CONCERNS ON
POPULIST STEPS SUCH AS CASH
TRANSFERS AND FARM LOAN
WAIVERS WILLPROBABLY
DECLINE. AVICTORYCOULD
ALSO BRING BACKLOCAL
FUND FLOWS TO EQUITIES,
WHICH IS GOOD NEWS
FOR MID-CAP STOCKS
MAHESH NANDURKAR

GAINING GROUND

Change

Biggest gains in terms of points

Nov 14, ‘07
Jan 25, ‘08
Mar 25, ‘08
May 18, ‘09
May 20, ‘19

% change*
8.6
8.0
7.5
6.7
6.5
6.2
5.7
5.3
5.3
4.7

* Change over previous close
Compiled by BS Research Bureau

BACK IN THE GAME
Date

May 20, ‘19
IndusInd Bank
1,492.6
State Bank of India 344.6
Tata Motors
190.0
YES Bank
143.6
Larsen & Toubro
1,451.1
HDFC
2,117.4
Maruti Suzuki
7,088.4
ONGC
176.1
M&M
654.3
Reliance Industries 1,325.5

% change*
5.8
5.6
5.6
5.5
4.7
4.5
4.4
4.4
4.1
3.3

*Change over previous close

May 17

YOUR MONEY
PAGE II, 2
RATE-SENSITIVES SHINE INVESTORS HAVE BEEN STUMPED BEFORE WHO MOVED THE SENSEX PAGE II, 1 WAIT BEFORE TAKING A CALL

India strategist, CLSA India

IF EXIT POLLS
ARE RIGHT,
ABJP
SINGLE-PARTY
MAJORITYMAY
RESULT IN AN UPMOVE OF UP
TO 10% FOR THE NIFTY. THE
REALITYCHECKS OF FISCAL
SLIPPAGE OR ANEGATIVE
GROWTH SURPRISE AWAITS
AFTER THIS BINARYEVENT
GAUTAM CHHAOCHHARIA
MD & Head of India Research,
UBS Securities

Etihad and Hindujas set for
Abu Dhabi meet on May 23

BACK PAGE P14

‘Official end for Iran’ if it
hurts our interests: US

NIVEDITA MOOKERJI
& SURAJEET DAS GUPTA

US President Donald Trump has issued an
ominous warning to Iran, suggesting that if
the Islamic republic attacks American
interests, it will be destroyed.“If Iran wants
to fight, that will be the official end of Iran.
Never threaten the US again,” he tweeted.

New Delhi, 20 May

A high-level meeting is
learnt to have been fixed
between the Hinduja
Group and Etihad Airways
on May 23 in a bid to revive
Jet Airways. Top executives of State Bank of India
(SBI), which leads the
lenders’ consortium, will
be present at the meeting
to be held in Abu Dhabi,
the corporate headquarters for Etihad.
A source in the know
said this was possibly the
last attempt by the SBI to
rescue Jet, which was
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T

he benchmark Sensex and Nifty hit new all-time
high on Monday after exit polls showed the ruling
Narendra Modi-led Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
was set to win a second term in the general elections
concluded on Sunday.
The Sensex climbed 3.75 per cent, or 1,422 points, to
end at 39,353, while the Nifty50 index vaulted 421 points, or
3.7 per cent, to close at 11,828. Both indices surpassed their
previous record highs touched on April 16. This is the biggest
one-day gain in 10 years in point terms and the most since
September 2013 in percentage terms.
Investor sentiment was buoyed by exit polls predicting
that the BJP, with the help of its coalition partners, will
comfortably reach the majority mark, allaying market
fears that a change in regime at the Centre would derail
economic reforms.
The benchmark indices had declined
6 per cent after hitting an all-time high
Opinion
last month, partly due to fears that
PAGE 9
EDIT: CHEER the Congress-led resurgent Opposition
would make it challenging for the Modi
IN THE
government to retain power in the wake of
MARKETS
agrarian distress and rising unemployment.
“The exit poll outcome is a big sentiment
booster. We expect the rally to continue till the final results
are out (May 23). Markets could extend the gains even further
if the final result mirrors the exit poll projections,” said
A Balasubramanian, chief executive officer, Aditya Birla
Sun Life Mutual Fund.
In the past three sessions, the Sensex has gained
2,238 points, or 6 per cent, erasing all losses for the month.
Mahesh Nandurkar, India strategist, CLSA India,
said that a strong mandate for the Modi government means
concerns on populist steps such as cash transfers and
farm loan waivers will probably decline.
Foreign portfolio investors (FPIs) were seen stepping up
their buying ahead of the election results. On Monday,
they bought shares worth ~1,734 crore, even as their
domestic counterparts sold shares worth ~543 crore. In the
previous eight sessions, FPIs had pulled out ~8,500 crore
from domestic stocks.
Across-the-board buying was seen on Monday, with
three stocks advancing for every one declining.
Beaten-down stocks in the realty, non-banking financial
company (NBFC) space, state-owned banking, and even
shares of beleaguered groups rallied sharply.
The Nifty PSU Bank index jumped 8 per cent, Nifty Realty
index rose 6 per cent, and Bank Nifty index jumped
Turn to Page 13 >
4.5 per cent to a new all-time high.

RUPEE GAINS

THE ECONOMY
IS PRIMED
FOR REACCELERATION
AFTER ASERIES
OF SHOCKS, INCLUDING GST
AND DEMONETISATION.
EARNINGS GROWTH WILL
ACCELERATE TO 20% AND
THAT’S AKEYDRIVER OF OUR
SENSEXTARGET OF 42,000

Congress government
in minority, says BJP
 NDA leaders to meet
Modi, Amit Shah for
dinner today amid
exit poll euphoria

grounded in April due to
dearth of funds. If the
Etihad-Hindujas talks fail
this week, Jet will be
headed to the National
Company Law Tribunal
(NCLT), he pointed out.
According to people close

to the development, this
looks like a tough deal and
moving NCLT appears to
be the logical next step.
An email sent to the
Hinduja
Group
late
Monday evening did not
get a response. An Etihad

spokesperson didn’t reply
to a query sent by
the newspaper on the
proposed meeting.
While Etihad put in a
conditional letter of interest earlier this month to be
a minority investor in Jet,
the lenders have been
hunting for a majority partner to stitch a deal. Even as
several big businesses were
tapped over the last few
months for investing in Jet,
the talks didn’t progress.
As things stand now, the
Hinduja group has shown
interest but it may like to
invest conservatively, another source close to the busiTurn to Page 13 >
ness said.

Corporate earnings may disappoint again
KRISHNA KANT
Mumbai, 20 May

Corporate India looks set to
disappoint investors for the second
quarter in a row, defying D-Street
prediction of strong earnings growth
during the fourth quarter (Q4) of
2018-19 (FY19). The combined net
profit of 564 companies (excluding
financials and energy), which have
declared their results for the
January-March 2019 quarter, is down
10.3 per cent year-on-year (YoY),
their worst showing in at least
12 quarters.
The combined net sales of this
universe was up 9 per cent YoY in
Q4FY19, growing at the slowest pace
in six quarters, hinting at a demand
slowdown in the economy.
The entire sample of 670
companies
performed
better,
reporting a 26.4-per cent net profit

GROWTH SLOWING DOWN
Trend in net sales growth
of companies
(% YoY)

MANUFACTURERS BACK
IN PRESSURE
Trend in net profit growth (% YoY)

Total income for the entire sample to include lenders fee and investment income
Net profit excludes exceptional gains and losses

growth, thanks to an earnings recovery reported by public sector banks
after a bad Q4 in 2017-18. In the
March 2018 quarter, net profit for the
entire universe had declined 24.5 per
cent. However, despite this recovery,
the net profit in absolute terms
is 5 per cent lower than what

https://t.me/SSC4Exams

Source: Capitaline

companies had reported in the
January-March 2017 quarter.
The banking sector, as a whole,
remains under water, with combined
losses of ~9,853 crore during the
quarter, against a combined net loss
of ~31,576 crore a year ago and a
profit of ~6,600 crore during the

Page 3
TATA MOTORS NET PROFIT
SKIDS 49% ON JLR WOES
HPCL HIGH ON INVENTORY
GAINS, PROFIT JUMPS 70%
October-December 2018 quarter.
On a positive note, banks
reported an uptick in their net
interest income for the second
consecutive
quarter,
taking
advantage of the turmoil in the nonbanking lending space.
The combined revenue of the
entire sample was up 10.3 per cent
during the quarter, growing at the
slowest pace in the last six quarters.
It includes fee income and
investment income earned by
lenders, besides their core net
Turn to Page 13 >
interest income.
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> State Bank of India
Market capitalisation
348
crosses ~3-trillion
344.60
mark for the first time
333
318.95

* OVER PREVIOUS CLOSE

>

303
2019 May May
17 20

~344.60 CLOSE
S 8.04% UP*

Ikea pumps money into interior
design start-up Livspace
Swedish furniture retailer Ikea, which
opened its first local store in Hyderabad
in 2018, has invested an undisclosed
amount in Livspace, an interior design
start-up. The investment is from Ingka
Investments, the venture capital arm of
Ikea's parent firm Ingka Group, which
operates 90 per cent of the 367 Ikea retail stories across the world.
Avendus Capital was the advisor to the deal. While the deal size was not
disclosed, the investment translates into a minority stake in Livspace,
the two companies said in a statement on Monday. According to
sources, this is a strategic investment by Ikea, which is simultaneously
planning to open more stores in major Indian metro cities. “This
minority investment aligns closely with the digital direction of Ingka
Group and our core business, IKEA Retail,” Krister Mattsson, head of
Ingka Investments, said in a statement.“We are thrilled to welcome
onboard Ingka Group and a world-class brand like IKEA,” said Anuj
BS REPORTER<
Srivastava, co-founder and CEO at Livspace.

Drug firm GlaxoSmithKline
Pharmaceuticals on Monday
reported a 16.56 per cent rise in
its standalone net profit to
~123.03 crore for the quarter
ended March 31. The company
had posted a net profit of
~105.55 crore for the corresponding period of the previous
financial year, GlaxoSmithKline
Pharmaceuticals said in a filing
to the BSE. Its standalone
revenue from operations stood
at ~751.22 crore for the quarter
under consideration. It was
~748.62 crore for the corresponding quarter a year ago. PTI<

Eveready names 2
finance officials,
denies restructuring

Eveready Industries India (EIIL)
has appointed two joint chief
financial officers, amid talks that
its parent, the Williamson Magor
Group, is scouting for a strategic
partner for the dry cell battery
major. Eveready Industries has
denied the appointments to be
any indication of a possible
restructuring in the company,
maintaining that the move was
a part of the career succession
plan of employees. EIIL has
named Indranil Roy Chowdhury, senior vice-president
(finance), and Bibhu Ranjan
Saha, senior VP (accounts &
banking), as joint CFO with
immediate effect.
PTI<
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> Dr Reddy’s Laboratories
2,850 Q4 Ebitda margin
2,804.95
2,750 at 22% against
2,748.10
22.5% in Q3

180.25

2,588.05 2,550

~151.55 CLOSE
S 27.40% UP*
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2019 May May
17 20

~2,588.05 CLOSE
S 5.82% UP*

190.00

May
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192
184

176.70

2,650

127

112
2019 May May
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> Tata Motors

176

168
2019 May May
17 20

> HeidelbergCement India
198 Likely to report healthier
195.00
190 operational performance
on the back of strong
179.55
182
realisation
178.05

Q4 consolidated net
profit better than
expected at ~1,118 crore
~190.00 CLOSE
S 7.53% UP*

May
13

174
2019 May May
17 20

~195.00 CLOSE
S 8.60% UP*
.

IN BRIEF

GSK Pharma Q4 net
profit rises 16.5%
to ~123 crore

> Adani Enterprises
157 Top gainer among
151.55
142 Gautam Adani-led
group companies
118.95
117.75

318

306.75
May
13
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Adidas India names
Neelendra Singh
general manager

Sportswear major Adidas India
on Monday announced
appointment of Neelendra
Singh as the general manager of
the company. Singh will succeed
Dave Thomas, the company said
in a statement. "Neelendra will
fill the position effective of May
20, 2019, reporting to Thomas,
managing director of emerging
markets," Adidas said in a
statement. Singh has been with
Adidas for over 14 years, most
recently as senior vice-president
of Global DTC and Franchise.
Thomas has moved to a new
role as Adidas' managing
director of emerging markets
effective April 1, reporting to
Roland Auschel board member
responsible for global sales. PTI<

Mercedes-Benz drives
in BS-VI compliant
E-Class at ~57.5 lakh
German luxury carmaker
Mercedes-Benz on Monday
launched the BS-VI compliant
Long Wheelbase E-Class sedan
in India priced between ~57.5
lakh and ~62.5 lakh. The New
Long Wheelbase E-Class features
two BS-VI compliant petrol and
diesel engines along with a host
of new interior features,
Mercedes-Benz India said. The
petrol version is powered by a
1,991 cc engine delivering 197
horse power (HP) and comes in
two variants priced at ~57.5 lakh
and ~61.5 lakh, respectively. On
the other hand, the diesel
version has a 1,950 cc engine
delivering 194HP and comes in
two options priced at ~58.5 lakh
and ~62.5 lakh, respectively. PTI<

Uber bets big on ICC Men’s
Cricket World Cup 2019
San Francisco-based ride-hailing giant
Uber has formed a key partnership with
The International Cricket Council (ICC), as
the official sponsor of the ICC Men's World
Cup 2019. The deal will make Uber the first
mobility and food delivery app to strike a
sponsorship deal with the ICC for the
Men's Cricket World Cup, one of the most
watched sporting events. The game
would be played in England and Wales
from 30 May to 14 July with an estimated global viewing audience
of 1.5 billion. "We're excited to further our commitment to cricket
as a global sport and bring our community of riders, eaters,
drivers and delivery partners closer to each other and a game they
love so much," said Uber's Chief International Business Officer
Brooks Entwistle. "Cricket is passionately followed in eight
participating countries, where Uber and Uber Eats are an integral
PEERZADAABRAR
part of people's day-to-day life."

Air Asia India to fly to Bangkok, KL from Sept
The airline to double its fleet by April next year
SURAJEET DAS GUPTA
New Delhi, 20 May

Air Asia India is all set to launch international flights from September end.
The airline had sought permission
from the government this January.
The airline is a joint venture
between the Tatas, who have a 51 per
cent stake, and Tony Fernandes-controlled Air Asia, which holds the rest of
the stake. Sanjay Kumar, chief operating officer of the airline, said: “Our
plan is to first fly to the Southeast
Asian market and start with flights to
Bangkok and Kuala Lumpur. Our target is that we will fly about 7-8 per cent
of our total available seat kilometres to
international locations in the first year
of operations.”

The airline, which received its 21st
plane recently, is set to double its fleet
by April next year, after which it will
have 40 Airbus A320 planes. Most of
the additional planes will come in the
later part of this year and in the beginning of next year and Air Asia is already
talking to prospective companies to
take aircraft on lease. However, it is
expected to add in two more aircraft to
the fleet in June and July.
Kumar said while the Indian locations have not been decided, it would
be perhaps from Delhi, Bengaluru or
Kolkata. The eventual plan is to fly from
most of the 19 destinations that it currently flies in and add in another two
for international destinations.
However, the plan for the second
year is to go beyond Southeast Asia to

The carrier hopes to apply for some slots vacated by Jet Airways for
West Asia if it gets permission to fly abroad

West Asia, China as well as CIS countries in the next phase, which would
require about four planes. The CIS
countries are: Azerbaijan, Armenia,
Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan,
Moldova, Russia, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, and Ukraine.
Kumar said slots were available for
the Thailand and Malaysia routes, how-

ever, the carrier hoped to apply for
some that have been vacated by Jet
Airways in the West Asia if it got permission by that time to fly abroad.
“While we will compete with our
Malaysian partners Air Asia, we will try
and minimise the competition as much
as possible. Our main battle will be with
IndiGo, SpiceJet and Air India, which is

Warburg Pincus, Runwal
JV to invest $1 bn in malls
RAGHAVENDRA KAMATH
Mumbai, 20 May

A

fter an over $1-billion
investment in Indian
malls by US private
equity (PE) firm Blackstone,
another global PE player
Warburg Pincus has charted
plans to pump in a similar
amount in malls here with its
Mumbai-based partner, the
Runwal group.
Both partners – Warburg
and Runwal – would inject $200
million each in the form of equity and hold 50 per cent
stake each.
They plan to raise another
$600 million in the form of debt
to create a corpus of $1 billion to
develop malls across tier-I, II
and III cities in the country, the
duo said on Monday. Warburg
Pincus has deals in mall space in
China, Vietnam and Indonesia,
with entities such as Red Star
Macalline, Vincom Retail, and
NWP Retail. This is the first such
JV for the PE firm in India.
Banking on rising consumption and large middle class, the
likes of Blackstone have bet big
on malls here. Blackstone has
bought nine malls in cities such
as Mumbai, Pune, Chandigarh,
Indore, Bhubaneswar, and
Amritsar in the last three years
and has a portfolio totalling 5.4
million square feet.
Canada’s CPPIB has formed
a partnership with Phoenix
Mills to invest and develop
malls. It has put in about ~1,600
crore into the venture. In 2016,

BETTING BIG
Warburg, Runwal
put in $200 mn
each; to raise
another $600 mn
in debt

Blackstone-owned
Nexus Malls owns
nine malls and has
a portfolio of 5.4 mn
square feet

Canada’s CPPIB has
formed partnership
with Phoenix Mills
to invest in and
develop malls

In 2016, Dutch pension fund
APG formed a $450 mn
JV with the Xander group

Singapore's GIC owns stakes in R
City of Runwal and Viviana Mall
in Thane

Dutch pension fund APG
formed a $450 million joint venture (JV) with the Xander group.
The Warburg-Runwal JV
would be seeded with several
pipeline projects which are currently under development and
would also have the option of
acquiring some of the Runwal
group’s operational retail malls.
“Going forward, the platform would look to acquire
both greenfield as well as
brownfield projects,” a release
from the JV said. The JV, floated by Runwal-Warburg Pincus,
would look to build large desti-

nation malls as well as smaller
hypermarket and cinema
anchored community malls.
The JV would be led by Sanjay
Dube, its chief executive officer
(CEO). Dube was recently the
CEO of Landmark Hospitality
(a part of the Dubai-based
Landmark group).
Anish Saraf, managing
director, Warburg Pincus India,
said, “With a growing middle
class and expansion of branded retail, shopping malls present a meaningful opportunity
to participate in India’s evolving consumption story.”

Sandeep Runwal, managing
director of the Runwal group,
said that the retail real estate
sector is expected to see tremendous growth, driven by lack of
community spaces in Indian
cities and the growing disposable income. This is resulting in
greater spend on entertainment
and branded retail.
The Runwal group already
operates four malls in Mumbai
with a total leasable area of
approximately 2 million square
feet. This includes its flagship
R-City mall in Ghatkopar which
has a total leasable area of 1.2
million square feet.
Ashutosh Limaye, director
and head, Anarock Consulting
Services said that on a panIndian basis, India’s retail space
is set to rise to 120 million square
feet over the next three years
from 100 million square feet
now in Grade A mall space.
According to Limaye, within
three years, 20 million square
feet of Grade A mall space will
get built in India, even as over 50
malls have either shut down or
downgraded into mix-use centres in recent times. The growth
is likely to come on the back of
organised retail which, is set to
double from nine per cent to 18
per cent and online retail, which
may grow from three per cent to
seven per cent in the next four
years. Limaye said about 50 per
cent malls where PE funds have
invested in the last three years
are in non-metro cities such as
Ahmedabad, Amritsar, Bhubaneswar, Chandigarh and Indore.

Will pay ~42K cr upfront for Essar Steel: Arcelor
AASHISH ARYAN
New Delhi, 20 May

Global steel giant ArcelorMittal
on Monday assured the
National
Company
Law
Appellate Tribunal (NCLAT)
that it would pay upfront the
total amount of ~42,000 crore it
had placed as bid for debt-laden
Essar Steel India. This amount
would also include a payment of
~2,500 crore as guaranteed
working capital adjustment,

senior advocate Harish Salve
appearing for ArcelorMittal
said.
Since Essar Steel had generated a profit of ~3,495 crore since
August 2017, when it was admit-

ted into corporate insolvency
process, the extra amount of
~1,000 over and above the working capital would also be given
to the financial creditors, Salve
told NCLAT.
Apart from these payments,
a sum of ~196 crore has been
kept aside for operational creditors with claim of less than ~1
crore and ~17.4 crore has been
kept aside for unsecured financial creditors who have a claim
of ~10 lakh or more.

The statement made by
ArcelorMittal is similar to the
one made by Essar Steel India’s
Committee of Creditors (CoC)
last week.
The lenders to the company
had told the NCLAT last week
that of the total amount ~42,000
crore, only nearly ~39,500 crore
was meant for distribution. The
rest ~2,500 crore had been kept
aside as a minimum guarantee
of profit for financial creditors,
the CoC had then said.

putting in more flights in these routes.”
In the domestic market, Air Asia
has substantially increased its operations by expanding its capacity and it
flies over 25,000 passengers every day.
So, from Delhi, the number of departures has increased from 14 to 31 per day
in the past three months. It has also
got additional eight slots, which have
been vacated by Jet in Mumbai temporarily, and have launched 10 flights
from Mumbai daily. As a result, Air Asia
has been able to push its operations by
putting in 164 daily flights across the
country from 19 destinations.
Kumar said with the firms’s focus
on corporate flyers, flight timings have
been rejigged in many key routes so
that travellers can fly out in the morning and return by evening. This has
been done on routes such as DelhiMumbai, Delhi-Bengaluru.

Enfield sued in
US over patent
infringement
Flash Electronics India claims the
bike maker has infringed patent
on ‘regulator rectifier device’
SHALLY SETH MOHILE
Mumbai, 20 May

Flash Electronics India, a leading electronic and electric auto
components maker, has filed a
lawsuit against Royal Enfield
(RE), challenging patent
infringement in the US regarding production of a critical
component for two-wheelers/motorcycle.
To be sure, while instances
of part suppliers in mature auto
markets filing a lawsuit against
an automaker is not uncommon, it is perhaps the first time
that a homegrown auto ancillary firm has taken on an auto
company. It comes at a time
when the two-wheeler making
arm of Eicher Motor is battling
slowing sales in the domestic
market and looking to reap
benefits of the Interceptor and
Continental GT 650.
Royal Enfield in a statement
said, “No official communication has been received, but we
have learnt of a lawsuit filed in
the US by Flash Electronics Pvt
that alleges that one of the components used in some of our
motorcycle models sold there
infringe on the plaintiff’s registered patent. We would like to
clarify that the said component
is supplied to us by an external, proprietary supplier, which
independently develops and
owns the IP rights. The supplier denies plaintiff’s claims
vehemently.”
The New Delhi-based company has alleged that Royal
Enfield has infringed Flash
electronics’
patent
on
“Regulator Rectifier Device and
Method for Regulating an
Output Voltage of the Same”,
duly issued by the United
States Patent & Trademark
Office to Flash Electronics on
February 20, 2018 after Flash’s
R&D department made a
breakthrough invention of the
component in 2014.
Since
then,
Flash
Electronics has been the key
manufacturer and supplier of

Royal Enfield clarified
that “the said
component is supplied
to us by an external,
proprietary supplier,
which independently
develops and owns the
IP rights. The supplier
denies plaintiff's claims
vehemently”.
this component to many leading two-wheeler manufacturers in India and overseas, it said.
“They have taken some of
our regulators and it has been
copied blindly by another manufacturer (Varroc). So, I would
say, Royal Enfield has got into
this knowingly,” Sanjeev
Vasdev, founder and managing
director, Flash Electronics, told
Business Standard. Varroc has
filed a caveat petition against
Flash. A spokesperson declined
to comment.
“The litigations have been
initiated in the US and Europe
hence the way forward will
depend on the laws of those
countries. Given the global
clientele Flash caters to, it
seems like a strong technology
company and its important
that it enforces its stand. It is
one of the rare cases of an
Indian company taking on
another company in a foreign
court,” said Gayatri Roy, partner
at Luthra & Luthra. Vasdev said
his firm warned Enfield on
October 12, 2018 and they had
assured they would stop
infringing but “they never lived
up to their talks.”

‘To cut imports, Oil India aims to raise output by over 7% in 2 years’
State-run Oil India is expected to see a huge increase in oil and gas production by 2022.
Chairman and Managing Director UTPAL BORA speaks about the company's planned role in
bringing down the country's crude oil imports and the future of India's exploration sector
in an interview with Shine Jacob. Edited excerpts:
The Open Acreage Licensing Policy
(OALP) rounds are considered to be the
next big thing. What is your take on it and
what are your investment plans for the
areas held by Oil India?

OALP will allow us to go for more
exploration. The last round of NELP (New
Exploration Licensing Policy) was almost
a decade back. After that we didn’t have
any chances for new mining leases for
exploration.
We have won nine blocks in OALP-1.
Most are in close proximity to producing
areas. So, there are two advantages. One is
from a geological point of view, as it may
be extension of the existing structure, so
the potential is high. Second is evacuation
of oil and gas will not be a problem, as all
our infrastructure are nearby. We should
be able to monetise them within 2-3 years.
OALP investment will be phase-wise.

“We are
importing
around
82 per cent
of our
requirement,
so lower oil
prices are more
beneficial to
the country”

We will have survey period, then
exploration drilling, appraisal drilling,
field development. Some of exploration
drilling will be part of our normal
exploration budget and spread over 2-3
years. Our capex has been of the order of
~3,500-4,500 crore over the years,
including overseas acquisitions.
What are the further policy changes that
Oil India is looking from the next
government?

Main advantage of OALP over NELP is
that of having no cess, reduced royalty
rates, marketing freedom for gas and it is a
revenue-sharing model. We can also
choose our own areas. We are happy with
the incentives that the government has
provided. It is a big boost for Oil India and
ONGC. However, enhanced oil recovery
(EOR) policy needs further review.
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What is your take on the rising crude
prices globally?

India has seen a declining trend. What
are the reasons?

Our cost of production including levies
was around $33 a barrel in 2018-19. We are
definitely comfortable with the current
oil price, but it is a big concern for the
country. We are importing around 82 per
cent of our requirement, so lower oil
prices are more beneficial to the country.

You must appreciate the fact that our
fields are very old. Oil India fields are 45
years old on an average. The natural
reservoir decline is inevitable. The
accepted rate is 8-10 per cent across the
world. If you look at giant fields across the
world, including Vankorneft in Russia,
the decline is very high. I would say that
Oil India is at least successful in

Over the years, oil and gas production in
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maintaining the production.
Any company can increase
production only through new
discoveries. If you see the history of
ONGC and Oil India, at times when the
production was declining, new fields
were discovered. But in the past 10-15
years, no major discoveries were made by
Oil India or ONGC. With OALP, we hope
this problem will be solved. We go for EOR
when oil fields decline. Through this we
can recover 8-15 per cent additional oil.
EOR from lab study to commercial rolling
out takes minimum 5-6 years. We have
done some lab studies and launching one
pilot this year and one next year.
In terms of gas, we are seeing huge
potential. Production is around 2.9 bcm
(billion cubic metres) at present. By 2021,
it may go up to 3.5 bcm. There are many
potential areas where the gas is stranded.
What is the status of the country’s
plans to reduce oil imports by
10 per cent by 2022?

To achieve the Prime Minister’s vision of

10 per cent energy import reduction
target, Oil India has committed to
increase crude oil production to 3.46
million tonnes and natural gas to 3.70
bcm, respectively, by 2021-22. The
projected increase is 7.25 per cent in oil
production and 30.4 per cent in gas
production by the end of 2021-22 from
2015-16 levels.
Oil India is emphasising on increased
exploration and development drilling
activities, reducing decline rate in
already-producing, matured and
developed fields (redevelopment
activities). We have engaged with
renowned institutions from the
country and abroad. Proven
technologies like hydro-fracking, gravel
pack, etc. shall also be implemented
on a larger scale.
A number of infrastructure projects
for oil and gas handling, more particularly
for enhanced gas production and
transportation, are in different stages of
implementation, which will enable us to
achieve the targets.
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TaMo Q4 net profit
skids 49% on JLR woes
CFO says corrective
actions taken in
China will help in
reviving sales by
next quarter

Drug firm Torrent Pharma posts Q4 net loss of ~152 crore
Drug firm Torrent Pharmaceuticals on Monday reported
a consolidated net loss of ~152
crore for the quarter ended
March 31, 2019, mainly on
account of exceptional items.

The company had posted a net
profit of ~228 crore for the corresponding period of the previous
fiscal, Torrent Pharmaceuticals
said in a filing to the BSE.
The company's consolidated

revenue from operations stood
at ~1,856 crore for the quarter
under consideration. It was
~1,708 crore for the same period
year ago. Net loss of ~152 crore for
the fourth quarter is on account

of exceptional items of ~357 crore
and lower hedging gains, the
company said. Out of ~357 crore
exceptional items, ~217 crore pertains to impairment provision of
certain intangible assets under

development and goodwill
recognised with respect to the
acquisition of Bio-Pharm Inc
and ~140 crore is in relation to
product recalls made during the
current year, it added.
PTI

SHALLY SETH MOHILE
Mumbai, 20 May

T

ata Motors on Monday
reported a 49 per cent
decline in net profit for
the March quarter ended March JLR’s retail sales in China declined by more than 50 per cent
31. But the earnings beat esti- during the quarter, much steeper than the broader luxury car
mates as the cost-control meas- market in the region
ures initiated a few months ago
to turn around operations of for challenging quarters ahead
Meanwhile, Balaji said the
Jaguar Land Rover (JLR) for the JLR as well as the India corrective actions taken in
Automotive started showing business as weak sentiments China should help in reviving
results.
weigh on truck and passenger sales by the next quarter. “While
In the three months to vehicles sales and disruptions there is sequential improveMarch, net profit of the compa- ahead of BSVI emission norms ment in JLR, domestic operany fell to ~1,108.66 crore against take effect.
tions got impacted because of
~2,125.24 crore in the same quar“The Q1FY20 for JLR will the slowdown. Therefore, there
ter last year. Revenue for the reflect the seasonality and will would not be any major
quarter fell to ~85,676.33 crore be a weak quarter,” he said. A changes in our estimates in
from ~88,966.34 crore in the shutdown taken by the compa- terms of overall performance,”
same quarter last year.
ny in anticipation of the Brexit said Mitul Shah, vice president,
Revenue from wholly will also have an impact. But research a Reliance Securities.
owned subsidiary JLR fell 5 per notwithstanding the challenges
JLR’s retail sales in China
cent to ~65,146 crore. The unit in China which is one of its declined by more than 50 per
brings in most of Tata’s revenue. most-profitable markets and cent during the quarter, much
Three months ago, under other headwinds, he said Tata steeper than the broader luxury
“Project Charge”, Tata promised Motors is confident of acceler- car market in the region.
“decisive action” to cut costs at ating its cash flow delivery and
“Had it only been for wholeJLR and improve cash flow after improve its profit before tax in sales, one would have attributed
weak sales at the British luxury the 2019-20 financial year and it to an inventory correction,
car brand led Tata to post the return a margin of 3-4 per cent but drop in retail indicates that
biggest-ever quarterly loss in and achieve the cost savings of the end user demand is poor for
Indian corporate history.
£2.5 billion by the turn of the JLR products. Therefore, China
P B Balaji, chief financial financial year. During the quar- continues to be a big worry,”
officer at Tata Motors, guided ter, it had a saving of £1.3 billion. said Shah.

Pawan Hans
sale: Centre
to issue fresh
bid document

HPCL high on inventory
gains, profit jumps 70%

PRESS TRUST OF INDIA
New Delhi, 20 May

After a botched attempt for
sale of Pawan Hans, the government is likely to issue a
fresh bid document by the
end of this month and provide indemnity to the potential buyers against contingent liability of about
~500 crore in the helicopter
service company.
The government has
decided to make the bid
document more attractive
after discussions with
investors on their concerns
as the sale process of Pawan
Hans failed to attract any
suitor when bidding ended
on March 6.
“The fresh preliminary
information memorandum
(PIM) would be issued by
end of May. It has been
decided to indemnify the
investors of the contingent
liability of ~500 crore which
relates to disputed tax
demand,” an official said.
The government holds
51 per cent stake in helicopter
service provider Pawan Hans,
and the remaining 49 per
cent is with Oil and Natural
Gas Corporation (ONGC). A
total of 100 per cent stake in
Pawan Hans, which has a
fleet of 46 choppers, have
been put on the block.

The company earned $45.1 million on turning every barrel of
crude oil into fuel as compared to gross refinery margin of
$7.07 per barrel
PHOTO: REUTERS

PRESS TRUST OF INDIA
New Delhi, 20 May

Hindustan Petroleum Corp
(HPCL) on Monday reported a
70 per cent jump in its
fourth quarter net profit as
inventory gains and rupee
appreciation negated a dip in
refinery margins.
Net profit in JanuaryMarch came at ~2,970 crore
against ~1,748 crore in the
same period a year back,
HPCL
Chairman
and
Managing Director M K
Surana said.
“Increase in profits is
mainly
attributable
to
increased sales, improved
logistics, efficiency, inventory
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gains and rupee appreciation
during Q4 of financial year
ending March 31,” he said.
HPCL had an inventory gain
of ~916 crore as the value of
stock it held rose due to international price movement.
The firm had an inventory
gain in the fourth quarter of
previous year, he said.
Besides the company had a
currency exchange gain of ~248
crore as opposed to a forex loss
of ~84 crore a year ago, he said.
The company earned $45.1 million on turning every barrel of
crude oil into fuel as compared
to gross refinery margin of
$7.07 per barrel. Surana
said HPCL sales rose 6.5 per
cent to 10.03 million tonnes.
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“Many of us may continue to squabble over
correctness and accuracy of the exit polls...
when multiple exit polls convey the same
message, the direction of the result broadly
would be in consonance with the message”

“Even developed countries have
opted for traditional polls through
paper ballets. The exit poll surveys
reiterated the concern of misuse of
vulnerable EVMs by the ruling party”

ARUN JAITLEY, finance minister

“Exit polls are not the final
decision, but are indications.
But, by and large, what comes
out in the exit polls also reflects in
the results”

HD KUMARASWAMY, Karnataka CM

NITIN GADKARI, Union minister

>

Irdai proposes to hike
third-party insurance
Third-party insurance premium for cars, two-wheelers
and transport vehicles may
go up with the regulator Irdai
proposing
substantial
increase in premium rates for
the current financial year.
The Insurance Regulatory
and Development Authority
of India (Irdai) has proposed
to increase the Motor Third
Party (TP) premium rates for
cars below 1000 cc to ~2,120
from the existing ~1,850 for
the 2019-20 fiscal year.
Similarly, for cars falling
between 1,000 cc and 1,500
cc also, premium is being
proposed to be increased to
~3,300 from the existing
~2,863. However, for luxury

cars (with engine capacity of
over 1,500 cc) no change in
TP premium has been proposed from the existing
~7,890. Normally, the TP rates
are revised from April 1.
However, this time, the Irdai
had decided to continue with
the old rates until further
order. Now, the regulator has
come out with a draft of new
rates for TP premium for the
current financial year.
According to the draft, TP
for two-wheelers below 75 cc
is proposed at ~482, up from
~427. A hike has also been proposed for those between 75 cc
and 350 cc, while no rate hike
has been proposed for superbikes (exceeding 350 cc). PTI

IN BRIEF
CERC tariff relief for
IPPs positive for
power gencos: ICRA

Telcos rue lack of
checks on various
OTT services

Power regulator CERC allowing a
tariff relief to independent
power projects (IPP) affected by
domestic coal shortfall is
positive for the power
generation segment, rating
agency Icra said Monday. The
Central Electricity Regulatory
Commission (CERC) in its order
on May 16, 2019, approved a
tariff relief for coal-based
power project of GMR Warora
Energy arising from the use of
imported / e-auction coal in
lieu of shortfall in supply of
domestic linkage coal under
the fuel supply agreement (FSA)
signed with Coal India.
PTI

Telecom players on Monday
mounted a blistering attack on
Over the Top (OTT) service
providers such as WhatsApp
and Facebook, arguing that
competing OTTs should be
subject to same stringent
safeguards as telcos, especially
on lawful interception and
data localisation aspects. OTT
services refer to applications
and services that are accessible
over the Internet and ride on
an operator's network. Skype,
Viber, WhatsApp, Facebook
and Hike are some of the
popular and widely-used
OTT services.
PTI

Better reforms implementation
needed for job creation: Jalan
The Prime Minister Narendra Modi-led
government has taken a number of reforms
but more needs to be done by the next
government on the implementation front to
ensure job creation, said former Reseve Bank
of India Governor Bimal Jalan (pictured). The
government, Jalan said, should also take up
administrative reforms that are complicated
but essential for the implementation of government policies.
“By and large, in terms of economic reforms, number of steps
have been taken (by the Modi government)… everybody agrees
that job creation is relatively low. The question is why, it could be
partly because of slow implementation of economic reforms,”
he said.
PTI

~ logs biggest gain in
2 months on exit polls
ANUP ROY
Mumbai, 20 May

T

he rupee rose 0.69 per cent
from its previous close on exit
polls indicating strong performance for the incumbent National
Democratic Alliance (NDA) government in the Lok Sabha elections.
The possibility of NDA continuing in the government, and offering
political stability, would be a strong
pull for foreign investors to put
their money in Indian assets, and
the swing in equity indices reflected that.
Sensex rose 1421.9 points, and
Nifty 50 rose 421.1 points, both up
3.7 per cent from the previous close.
The rupee reflected that sentiment,
strengthening to close at 69.74 a dollar, from its previous close of 70.23
a dollar. In the morning trade, the
rupee had strengthened to 69.45 a
dollar, but weakened subsequently
as importers, including oil marketing companies rushed in to buy
cheaper dollars for their future commitments. Exporters were also seen
selling their dollars fearing the
rupee to become stronger in the
coming days.
Rupee had last seen a similar
jump on March 18.
The strength in the rupee happened despite oil prices remaining
firm on middle-east tensions. The
dollar index, which measures the
greenback’s strength against major
global currencies, fell 0.07 per cent
to 97.92. Other Asian currencies in

TRACKING
MOVES

.038% Rupee’s gain
year to date, aided by
Monday’s performance

69.45 the day’s high for rupee
18th March The last time
rupee saw a similar jump
the region also strengthened
marginally, but not as close as the
rupee. There is still some room for
the rupee to improve, say experts.
Year-to-date,
rupee
has
strengthened .038 per cent, aided
by Monday’s performance. Most of
the other currencies in Asia have
remained weaker than their yearago level against the dollar.
The 10-year bond yields also fell
to close at 7.29 per cent, from its
previous close of 7.36 per cent.
Bond prices rise as yields fall.
“The markets reacted to the exit
polls. If the final results are broadly
in-line with the polls, the momentum of the rupee will continue in
the short run,” said A Prasanna,
chief economist of ICICI Securities

Primary Dealership.
According to currency dealers,
the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) was
largely absent from the market, and
let importers to hedge.
“Monday’s rupee movement has
largely captured the actual event of
the government getting formed.
But the bias will continue towards
a stronger rupee. However, if the
actual number comes around 260270 for the NDA, the markets may
react negatively,” said Ritesh
Bhansali, vice-president, Mecklai
Financial.
“We saw lots of smart money
moving in on Monday. If the NDA
comes with a great majority, then
foreign inflows will be strong and
that may push rupee to 68-68.5 a
dollar level,” he said.
The markets will start following
policies and soundbites once the
government is formed but till that
time rupee is placed favourably,
Prasanna said. If the NDA returns to
power with a clear majority in line
with exit polls, markets would
rejoice the policy continuity, said
Madhavi Arora, Economist, FX &
Rates- Edelweiss Securities.
For the bond market, the nearterm implications would be positive, backed by the predictable
fiscal guidance, near-term inflation
certainty, positive Gsec supply
dynamics, strengthening further
rate cuts expectations, and
globally dovish monetary stance
amid growth concerns, according
to Edelweiss.

HC nod to input tax credit for malls
INDIVJAL DHASMANA
New Delhi, 20 May

The Orissa High Court has resolved
an important issue of blocked credit
under the goods and services tax
(GST) regime for real estate companies constructing commercial spaces
for the purpose of letting it on rent
or lease.
The court has allowed input tax
credit to a shopping mall construction company.
Meanwhile, real estate companies moved Delhi High Court over a
similar issue.
The issue revolves around
Section 17 (5) (c) and (d) of the CGST
Act and similar sections under the

respective state GST laws. The sections disallow input tax credit for
goods and services used to build
immovable property on own
account.
One of the interpretations was
that since property given on rent or
lease is owned by owners and not by
a tenant or lessee, input tax credit
should not be given.
This interpretation was there
despite the fact that GST is imposed
on rent and lease.
A petitioner, Safari Retreats Ltd,
which is in the business of constructing shopping malls, has moved
Orissa High Court challenging the
tax authorities to deny it the input
tax credit on construction of an

immovable property which would be
given on rent.
Meanwhile, real estate companies have petitioned the Delhi High
Court to strike down the provisions
of Section 17 (5) (c) and (d) of the
CGST Act and similar provisions in
the Delhi GST Act. The high court
on Monday issued notices to the
Union government, the GST Council
and the Delhi government.
Abhishek Rastogi, counsel for
petitioners in Delhi High Court and
partner at Khaitan & Co, said while
the objective of the GST is seamless
flow of credits, the section is against
the very spirit of the GST and has
accordingly been challenged.

‘Under GST norms,
refunds for export
of goods not linked to
payment realisation’

CHATROOM
T N C RAJAGOPALAN
We have exported goods on
payment of IGST and got refund
of the same also under Rule 96 of
the CGST Rules, 2017. We also
have some cases where we
exported goods under LUT
without IGST payment and
claimed refund of unutilised
input tax credit under Rule 89 of
the CGST Rules, 2017. Now, in
some cases, we agreed to short
payment from buyer due to
quality claims. We sought
write-off from our bankers for
the shortfall. They have asked us
to surrender proportionate
export incentives. We have
surrendered the proportionate
drawback and MEIS benefits. Are
we required to surrender
proportionate refunds obtained
under GST laws also?

No. Under the goods and services
tax (GST) laws, exports of goods
are zero-rated and refunds under
the said Rule 96 of 89 of the CGST
Rules, 2017 for export of goods are
not linked to realisation of payments.
We refer to DGFT Public Notice
No. 84/2015-2020 dated April 3,
2019, and Trade Notice No.
03/2015-2020 dated April 3, 2019,
phasing out physical copies of
MEIS and SEIS Duty Credit Scrips
issued with EDI port as port of
registration from April 10, 2019
onwards. Does it mean we need
not go through the process of
registration of such scrips?

No. The CBIC has issued a circular
no. 11/2009-Customs dated April
9, 2019, referring to the same mat-

More on business-standard.com

Revamp of labour conference may give
much-needed boost to reforms in key laws

ter. It says that MEIS/SEIS duty
credit scrips shall continue to be
transmitted electronically by
DGFT to the Customs system and
for registration, assessment and
debiting of scrips, the current procedure as per the extant Circular
No. 12/2016-Customs dated March
28, 2016, shall continue to be followed, except that instead of presenting physical copies of the
MEIS/SEIS scrips printed on security paper, the current owner or
his authorised representative
shall approach the proper officer
of Customs with details of the
MEIS/SEIS scrip such as IEC number, scrip number, etc. As regards
verification of ownership of scrip,
the same will be checked from the
DGFT website.
We refer to DGFT Public Notice
No. 62/2015-20 dated February 16,
2018, regarding processing of
MEIS applications on the basis of
HS Code as mentioned in the
shipping bill. Para 3 of the Public
Notice says that "past cases
which have been decided, will
not be re-assessed based on the
directives in this public notice".
We are not clear which past cases
it refers to. Can you help us
understand it?

It refers to all cases or applications
where the claims for duty credit
scrips have already been granted
or rejected before the date of the
Public Notice by the Regional
Authorities or by the DGFT
Headquarters.
We have fulfilled export
obligation against advance
authorisation but have not
utilised the authorisation for
imports even after getting
revalidations due to some
financial difficulties. Can we get
further revalidation if we
approach the Policy Relaxation
Committee (PRC)?

Normally, the PRC considers such
requests sympathetically, as the
export obligation is fulfilled, provided it is convinced about the
genuineness of the reasons for the
request.

Business Standard invites readers’ SME queries related to excise,
VAT and exim policy.
You can write to us at smechat@bsmail.in

NEXT GOVT’S AGENDA FOR POWER & TELECOM
Power and telecommunication sectors have seen excess capacity and squeezing margins after
aggressive bidding, both for electricity tariffs and spectrum, over the years. Regulatory
challenges and setting templates for realistic bids could be the way forward.
COMPILED BY SHREYA JAI & MEGHA MANCHANDA

RENEWABLE STATUS
SOMESH JHA

INDIAN LABOUR CONFERENCE’S JOURNEY
n It started as a conference of labour
ministers from 1940-42
n BR Ambedkar gave it the shape of
the highest tripartite body to
discuss labour-related issues
in 1942
n 46 sessions of the ILC have taken

took place during the NDA
government’s tenure
n The longest period when no ILC
session was held was between 1972
and 1981

Minister Narendra Modi, who gave a
speech addressing the labour unions
and industry bodies.
The concept of ILC as a tripartite
body was envisaged by B R Ambedkar,
the architect of Indian constitution.
He had thought of it as a forum where
discussions on labour legislation and
welfare would take place between
state governments, the Centre, trade
unions and industry representatives.
Ambedkar had chaired four
annual sessions of the ILC, which was
then known as the Plenary Labour
Conference, between 1942 and 1945.
During the first session of the ILC in
1942, Ambedkar said the industrial
problems and problems of labour
welfare could not be solved “unless

the three parties — government,
employers and employees —
developed a sense of responsibility
towards one another, showed more
respect for the views of one another
and agreed to work in a spirit of give
and take and that there was not much
chance of such a sense of mutual
respect and responsibility growing up
so long as one was engaged in talking
at the other.”
During the UPA’s five-year tenure,
which started in 2004, three ILC
sessions took place — twice
inaugurated by then PM Manmohan
Singh and once by then FM Pranab
Mukherjee. Three sessions took place
during the second tenure of the UPA
beginning 2009 and were
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place till 2015
n Only one session of the ILC

inaugurated by Singh.
Modi had planned to inaugurate
the ILC in February 2018 after a gap of
three years but the government
cancelled it to avoid an
embarrassment, as central trade
unions had threatened a boycott of
the event.
“The five years (of the NDA
government) saw a decay of all the
tripartite bodies and system,
including the ILC. We have struggled
during the regime of previous
governments too but during the NDA
government’s tenure, we felt workers
were not considered as a stakeholder,”
Left-affiliated Centre of Indian Trade
Unions Vice-President AK
Padmanabhan said. He, however, said
that many recommendations of the
ILC sessions were not implemented
by any of the governments in the past
many years.
The longest period when no ILC
sessions were held was between 1972
and 1981 during which the first
countrywide strike of railway workers
took place in 1974 which was followed
by a nationwide Emergency declared
by the then Prime Minister Indira
Gandhi in 1975.
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26,384.30 (54.73)

35,625.97 (8.79)

17,052.37 (89.20)

32,748.46 (14.10)

9,012.69 (84.73)

28,700.44 (14.40)

4,878.80 (58.53)

25,088.0 (10.79)

22,645.0 (NA)

The revival of the Indian Labour
Conference (ILC) by the next
government may act as a key catalyst
to push through the agenda of labour
law reforms in the country.
After assuming power in 2014, the
National Democratic Alliance (NDA)
government had planned major
reforms in the labour laws in form of
codes. It had planned four codes each
for industrial relations, wages, social
security and welfare, and
occupational safety, health and
working conditions.
However, none of the proposed
code Bills could be converted into a
law, as the government struggled to
bring trade unions and industry
representatives on board in the five
years of its tenure.
The plan was to amalgamate over
40 central labour laws into these
codes. Of these, only one code on
wages was tabled in Lok Sabha but it
was referred to the standing
committee and the bill lapsed after
the dissolution of the 16th Lok Sabha.
The code on industrial relations
saw multiple rounds of consultations
between industry, trade unions and
the government but it could not reach
the stage of the Union Cabinet
approval. The code on social security
and welfare was re-drafted multiple
times since it was first put up for
public consultation in early 2017 and a
majority of trade unions boycotted
the consultation meeting on the code
of occupational safety health and
working conditions.
The NDA government’s five-year
tenure was first such instance in the
country’s recent history when one
only session of the ILC, also referred to
as the Labour Parliament of the
country, took place in 2015. The
session was inaugurated by Prime

3,077.60 (NA)

(% growth in bracket)
India is targeting to add 1 lakh Installed capacity (Mw) n Wind power n Solar power
Mw of solar and 60,000 Mw
of wind power by 2020 to
meet its climate change
commitment of 40% power
generation from renewable
sources. While solar power
has seen an unprecedented
rise, wind has slowed down
due to change in bidding
2015-16
2016-17
2017-18
2018-19
terms. Solar is also facing low 2014-15
tariff pressure and lack of
financing. Low cost domestic financing, regular tenders in wind sector, and promoting
domestic manufacturing could improve investment scenario.

New Delhi, 20 May

UDAY STATUS

POWER DEMAND

According to a CRISIL
report, aggregate
external debt of stateowned electricity
distribution companies
(discoms) is set to
increase to pre-UDAY
levels of ~2.6 trillion by
March 2020. With most
states having limited
fiscal headroom,
continuous financial
support to their discoms
may be difficult. So
discoms have to become
commercially viable
through prudent tariff
hikes and reduction in
AT&C losses.

Power demand touched a new high in the past two years,
crossing more than 1.5 lakh Mw. But thermal plants are running
at lower capacity, driven by rising share of renewable energy
and stressed thermal units shutting down. Growth of hydro
units has been stagnant for a decade. The new government
would have to look at reviving hydropower to balance
increasing share of renewable energy. Coal supply scenario also
needs to be boosted to address stress in the sector.
l Power demand (Mw)
(% Avg PLF in March in bracket)

Bonds issued
~26,213 cr
Bonds to be
~2,69,056 cr
issued
AT&C loss level
19.08%
ACS-ARR Gap
~0.25/unit
Feeder metering
100%
Smart metering
4%
Feeder segregation
72%
Figures as on May 17, 2019

140,296
(65.59)

148,463
(66.81)

156,934
(64.90)

170,765
(64.52)

175,528
(63.40)

2014-15

2015-16

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

PLF: Plant load factor, which shows capacity utilisation; SOURCE: MNRE. UDAY Portal,CEA

TELECOM SECTOR
5G spectrum auctions would be top-most agenda of the new
government. The auctions, expected by 2019-end, will be
crucial for bringing next generation technology to India
Total subscriber
base FY’19
(in million)
Vodafone-Idea
334
Reliance Jio
Bharti Airtel

306.7
284*

Q4 net
Net profit Net debt
profit/loss FY’19 (in ~cr) (~trillion)
(in ~cr)
-4,881.9 Merger in
1.8
Aug 2018
840.0
2,964
2.16
107.2
409.5
1.00

*(as on Dec 2018); Source: Annual reports
Source for Reliance Jio net debt: Kotak Securities report
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Don’t be a dinosaur!
Failure to change with the times is making some of the best
educational institutions of yesteryear lose their sheen

OUT OF THE BLUE
ANJULI BHARGAVA

W

hen we were growing up in
the late 70s and early 80s, it
was common for many girls
to study in what we then called convents. The Convent of Jesus and Mary
(CJM), Loreto Convent (LC) and Carmel
Convent were three well-known and
respected institutions in Delhi. Boys
were often sent to St. Columba’s, St.
Xavier’s and Mount St Mary’s. Mumbai

too had its own counterparts —
Cathedral & John Connon, Queen
Mary, Campion, branches of CJM and
Loreto and Don Bosco to name a few.
But no matter which school you
attended, St Stephen’s College in Delhi
and Xavier’s College in Mumbai were
quite the place to be. By and large, both
institutions were the first choice for any
student who finished their board examinations and were headed to college.
But close to 30 years later, I find
things have changed rather dramatically. Hardly anyone I know aspires to
send their children to any of the
schools I mention above. How many
of you know children currently studying in St. Columba’s or Loreto Convent
in Delhi? CJM? Be it Delhi or Mumbai,
the old names have been relegated to
the backbenches.
In a certain set, the only names one
hears of today are Sanskriti, Vasant
Valley, The Shri Ram School, The
British School and even The American
Embassy School. These are considered

“the” places to be. Those who fail to
make it to what is considered the A list
go to Modern School (slipped down
from being in the A list back then), DPS
and Step by Step, to name a few.
In Mumbai, where fewer new
schools have been added, Bombay
Scottish, Bombay International and
Cathedral still figure quite high in the
list. A new aspirational addition has
been Dhirubhai Ambani International
School but many more wealthy Indian
parents send their wards to the
American, German and French schools
in the city and even overseas to United
World College, Singapore.
The college scenario too has
changed drastically. Almost anyone
who can comfortably afford it heads
out of the country after school, mainly
to the US to pursue an undergraduate
usually funded by parents. This holds
true for both science and engineering
fields and for the humanities.
But even those who stay back seem
less and less enamoured with St

Stephen’s and St Xavier’s. Why has this
happened? What has led to the decline
of these Christian institutions — be it
at the school or college level — that were
once considered absolutely the best. I
asked a few alumni and some academicians and here’s what they had to say.
One, they all argue that these institutions have simply refused to change
with the times. For instance, I was horrified to learn that St Stephen’s has
failed to add any kind of liberal arts programme to its offerings. This at a time
when several new private options like
Symbiosis and Flame in Pune and
Ashoka in Sonepat, offering a credible
liberal arts degree, have sprung up.
Why wouldn’t a St. Stephen’s manage
to introduce a similar course and do a
better job of it than the newbies?
In times as politically charged as
today, I learnt to my surprise that St
Stephen’s doesn’t even offer a degree in
political science. In fact, the courses on
offer were pretty much what they were
30 years ago when we went to college.
A former Xavier’s student told me
that he recently visited the college to
speak at a function and was amazed to
find how little had changed. To repeat
his words: “Everything seemed at a
stand-still and set in stone”. While
there’s something to be said for consistency, it’s alarming if an educational
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institution appears to be unchanged for
three decades. Almost all the alumni
were of the view that these institutions
have failed to invest in their faculty.
The same holds for the schools. The
philosophy, content, delivery and ethos
in these convent schools has remained
stubbornly unchanged. Coupled with
this is the fact that many parents no
longer see any advantages in keeping
the two sexes apart: When the world
comprises both men and women,
learning to deal with them from the
word go makes more sense than them
being suddenly thrust in your face.
A more worrying factor has been the
decline of these Christian institutions
that has set in primarily after they
reserved a large percentage of their
seats for their own community. This
has ensured that many students who
fail to make it on merit get admission,
resulting in both a drop in the quality
of minds that are entering and subsequently leaving the institution and a
reduction in diversity.
None of these moves bode well for
the institutions. Reserving seats,
refusal to let go of traditions and teaching styles that have long outlived their
utility and a failure to change with the
times are ensuring that these institutions lose their edge. It’s a heavy price
to pay.

Too much confusion
The announcement of the exit poll results
has landed the regional satraps — at least
in the south — in a state of disarray. With
hardly two days to go before the results of
the Lok Sabha election are announced,
there is much confusion about a possible
meeting of the Congress-allied regional
parties with the party high command in
Delhi on May 23. While Tamil Nadu Congress
chief K S Alagiri said leaders of the regional
major Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam (DMK)
would participate in the meeting on May
23, DMK President M K Stalin told party
colleagues there was no such meeting on
the cards that day. Later, Alagiri told
journalists since he wasn't participating in
the proposed meeting he wouldn't know
when it had been scheduled.

Enough clarification

ITC’s post-Deveshwar challenges

A day after nearly all exit polls
predicted a comfortable majority for
the Bharatiya Janata Party-led (BJPled) National Democratic Alliance in the
Lok Sabha polls, Union minister and
senior BJP leader Nitin Gadkari
(pictured) launched the poster of PM
Narendra Modi, a biopic on Prime
Minister Narendra Modi, in Nagpur.
Gadkari, who contested from the
Nagpur Lok Sabha seat, said the exit
polls were not the "final decision" but
indicated that the BJP would once
again come to power. Asked if his
name was also being considered for
the PM's post, Gadkari said, "I have
clarified this around 50 times. We
fought the elections under the
leadership of Modiji and he will
certainly become the prime minister
again. The people of the country are
once again supporting the BJP, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and the work
done by us in the last five years. And
the exit polls are an indication," he
said. The makers of the biopic,
announced earlier this month, said the
film would be released countrywide on
May 24, a day after the results of the
general elections polls are declared.

Why Sanjiv Puri will have his work cut out achieving his late mentor’s long-term goals

CRUISING ALONG

Gross revenue from sale

nFY 18 nFY 19 (figures in ~ cr)

Other-FMCG

Hotels

and contenders challenge him and
split the board. He has ensured that
his successor does not have to face the
same challenge,” says a former top
executive of ITC who worked closely
with Deveshwar.
But Puri’s challenge is no longer
just to ensure that the share of nontobacco revenues grows year on year.
He has to go to the next stage to ensure
that the share of ITC’s profits from the
non-tobacco business grows exponentially to meet Deveshwar’s target —
from FMCG, hotels, paper boards, agri
business amongst others.
The cornerstone of that strategy
has to be the FMCG business where
there is huge potential for volume
expansion in new categories, deepening of distribution, as well as increasing the brand portfolio. That is why
Puri is pushing the FMCG business
into dairy, coffee, frozen and fresh vegetables as well as chocolates. But
crowding the shop shelves is one
thing; catching the consumer’s attention is another. As an analyst pointed
out, “In tobacco, ITC dominated the
market and there was hardly any credible challenger. Those who came either

E

income guarantee that what NYAY
seems to suggest.
A mere transfer, that NYAY seems to
suggest, would be a bad idea. If the
source of household incomes is largely
benevolent transfers from government,
who will be willing to work? Wouldn’t it
get a lot more difficult to raise the labour
force participation rate if households
have fewer reasons to look for jobs?
India’s labour force participation rate is
among the lowest in the world.
Political parties are competing to provide direct transfers to households
because they have failed to address the
problem of lack of quality jobs. But, competitive unilateral transfers to households is a race to the bottom.
A far more promising and sustainable way of providing quality jobs that
may be expected to pay living wages is
to spur investments by the private corporate sector.
The Indian private corporate sector
has stopped, for all practical purposes,
creating new fixed assets. Growth in net
fixed assets was at its lowest in 2017-18
and there is no reason to believe that the
situation could have improved during
2018-19.
Net fixed assets of the private corporate sector grew by 6.5 per cent in 201718 and before that, at 7.2 per cent in 201617. These are the two lowest annual
growth rates of net fixed assets in the private sector in the past 14 years. Growth
in plant and machinery assets was even
lower at 7.1 per cent and 5.7 per cent in
2016-17 and 2017-18, respectively.
Let’s place these statistics in some
perspective. During the first four years
of the Modi government, the average
annual growth of plant and machinery
of the private sector was 9.2 per cent.
In UPA II, it was 13 per cent and in UPA
I, it was 19.5 per cent.
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5,249

9,565

Paperboards,
paper & packaging

failed to enter or closed operations
(Japan Tobacco, Rothmans and so on)
or made no dent due to regulatory and
foreign direct investment restrictions
and the ban on manufacturing.”
FMCG, however, is another ballgame. ITC does not enjoy protection
from competition here, and faces not
just global giants but even domestic
biggies like Patanjali and Dabur.
“Each segment of the FMCG market
has entrenched players where ITC is
just a new challenger — for instance,
in juices it faces PepsiCo as well as
Dabur,” an analyst who has tracked
the FMCG space points out.
Still, concentrating on the nontobacco business is imperative for
ITC’s long-term survival: Cigarette
sales are slowing, margins are being
squeezed with the government
increasing duties by over 200 per cent
and the anti-tobacco lobby is pushing
in for more restrictions.
That is yet another area that Puri
has to handle: Managing the environment, whether it is with the government, which has relentlessly
increased duties or when it periodically reviews FDI policy in tobacco.
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Palliatives are no solutions

arly in his tenure as Prime
Minister, Narendra Modi had
called the Mahatma Gandhi
National Rural Employment Guarantee
scheme as a living monument of the failure of the country’s effort to tackle
poverty. The heavy sarcasm was, of
course, directed at the Congress. By the
end of his tenure, the Modi government
had progressively increased the allocations for MGNREGA and to top it, also
announced the Pradhan Mantri Kisan
Samman Nidhi Yojana (PM-KSNY) to
transfer ~6,000 per year unilaterally into
the accounts of farmers.
This is perhaps, the most eloquent
evidence of an admittance of the failure
of the Modi government to raise the wellbeing of rural folk. If MGNREGA was a
monument of failure, what is the PMKSNY on top of a bloated MGNREGA if
not band-aid over a festering wound?
NYAY by the Congress raises the bar
of support to ~6,000 per month. And
there is a growing argument that the
MGNREGA should be extended to
urban regions.
One suggestion is that employment
may be guaranteed and that it may be
guaranteed at living wages, not just minimum wages. This is possibly a better
means of achieving the minimum

Agri business

The key segmental revenues, does not include some others. Other FMCG include packaged foods, dairy and beverages,
apparel, education and stationery products, personal care, safety matches and agarbattis.
Source: Company

ON THE JOB
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8,155

1,746

1,494

12,535

11,357
Cigarettes

49,348
5,860

47,362
22,913
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n 2011, just after getting another
five-year term as chairman of ITC,
Yogesh Chandra Deveshwar
(excluding cigarettes) elaborated his
broad vision for the tobacco-to-Fast
Moving Consumer Goods (FMCG)
company in a free-wheeling interview
with Business Standard. One, he wanted ITC to become the country’s largest
FMCG company (excluding cigarettes)
overtaking its key rivals like
Hindustan Unilever and Nestle in the
next 10 to 15 years. Two, he
envisioned that half of the
group’s profits would come
from non-tobacco business
within the same time period. Three, he was open to
spinning off the FMCG
business into a separate
company maybe when it
has revenues over ~15,000
crore. A few years later, he
added a fourth target:
Revenues of ~1 trillion for the FMCG
business by 2030.
These ambitious plans will now be
the responsibility of Sanjiv Puri who
last week was appointed chairman, a
man whom Deveshwar, who died earlier this month, had handpicked for
the job. To say that achieving the targets his mentor set will be challenging
would be an understatement.
To take the ~49,000 crore ITC to the
top slot in the highly competitive
FMCG business will require some
aggression. Hindustan Lever’s revenues continues to be over three times
those of ITC’s FMCG (non-cigarette)
revenues, and the gap is not really getting smaller. In FY2019, the gap

between ITC’s non-cigarette FMCG
revenues and Hindustan Lever’s sales
was over ~25,000 crore, compared
with ~21,000 crore in FY2015.
Indeed, Deveshwar’s ambition to
garner a larger share of profit from
ITC’s non-tobacco business still looks
a tall ask. In FY19. tobacco accounted
for around 80 per cent of ITC’s profit
before tax (PBT), even though the bulk
of the capital outlay was invested in
the non-tobacco businesses. FMCG’s
contribution is a mere 1.7 per cent to
PBT. To be fair, Deveshwar had succeeded in garnering sufficient volumes from the FMCG business; it accounts for 25 per
cent of company’s gross
revenues from sales. It also
has been in the black for
the past six years.
But Deveshwar’s revenue target for 2030 for
FMCG simply means that
this business has to grow
over eightfold in the next
11 years to reach that magic
number. To offer an idea of the challenge: in FY2019, Deveshwar’s last full
year as chairman, ITC’s non-cigarette
FMCG revenues grew only 10 per cent.
Puri is well placed to understand
the multiple challenges involved in
ITC’s transformation, having worked
through various divisions from tobacco to consumer goods. Old ITC hands
also say he’ll likely have an easier time
organisationally. Thanks to the management changes, which saw many
senior and older executives leave or
retire, Deveshwar has ensured that
Puri has a free hand in running the
show. “That is very different from
when Deveshwar was appointed as
chairman, which saw the old guard

24,848

SURAJEET DAS GUPTA

He also has to engage with tobacco
farmers in Andhra and Karnataka
always looking for better price or take
a stand against anti-tobacco lobbies,
such as those that recently went to
court challenging Life Insurance
Corporation’s equity in tobacco companies. It’s an area that Deveshwar
and his small team handled effectively, with his frequent and long visits in
Delhi and continuous engagement
with key stakeholders as well as political networking.
Puri also has to manage a somewhat contentious relationship that the
top management has historically had
with its largest single shareholder,
BAT, with 29.5 per cent equity. In
Deveshwar’s time, the UK tobacco
giant had clashed with the Indian
management over its plans to up its
stake in the company.
This time round, BAT has endorsed
Puri’s elevation and said it does not
want to increase its shareholding. But
only last year it defeated a special resolution for the issuance of stock
options to ITC employees saying it
would dilute their shareholding. And
with on-again, off-again news that
SUUTI (Specified Undertaking Of The
Unit Trust Of India, an administrator
for a rump government-owned mutual fund), which holds 7.96 stake in ITC
wanting to sell it off, Puri has to keep
a close watch on how existing shareholders respond to such a sale. “Puri
has to keep BAT at bay even while
engaging with them and getting their
support for entering non-tobacco
areas,” an old ITC hand said.
In other words, he’ll have to walk
the tightrope even as he focuses on
turning Deveshwar’s grand plan into
a reality.

The author is the MD & CEO of CMIE

The most aware state
Madhya Pradesh has emerged as the
"most aware state" with the largest
increase in the proportion of votes polled
in the just concluded Lok Sabha election.
The state recorded a 10 percentage point
increase in the votes polled compared to
the 2014 election. According to the Chief
Electoral Officer of the state, V L Kantarao,
in 2014, Madhya Pradesh recorded 61 per
cent voting but in 2019, it crossed 71 per
cent. Andhra Pradesh recorded an 8.78
percentage point increase in voting and
is in second position. Polling for the
general elections concluded on Sunday.
In the last phase Madhya Pradesh
recorded more than 75 per cent voting.

LETTERS

Introspect, don’t accuse
The impact of the sharp fall in investments on employment by the private
corporate sector is direct. The growth in
compensation to employees fell from 23
per cent per annum during UPA I to 18.8
per cent per annum in UPA II to 11.4 per
cent per annum during the Modi government. The growth in employment in
the private corporate sector was worse.
This grew at 10.5 per cent per annum
during UPA I. It then dropped to 6.5 per
cent per annum during UPA II and further to a mere 1.3 per cent per annum
during the Modi regime.
The Indian private sector is the best
provider of quality jobs. And to ensure
that the private sector does continue to
provide quality jobs, it may be a good
idea to review the impact of increased
contractualisation on quality jobs by the
corporate sector.
It is likely that contractualisation has
not helped much in growing employment in the private corporate sector. But,
even if it has helped a little or substantially, it may not be a good idea.
Contractual jobs are not good quality
jobs like regular corporate jobs. If the private corporate sector does not provide
quality jobs then there would be no quality jobs in India. The government is outsourcing jobs and the private sector is
contracting out jobs. If this continues,
India may be turned into the sweat shop
of the world. This is not the future that
we may aspire to.
If labour has to be motivated to gain
education and skills, then it needs assurance that the end outcome would be
quality jobs.
Employment guarantee and income
transfer schemes could be a short-term
palliative to extreme distress but these are
not a solution to the need for quality jobs.

CHINESE WHISPERS

deserves defeat. Naidu joined NDA and
left it in 2018 when Modi did not consider his plea for special status to his
state. Now the Andhra Pradesh chief
minister has warmed up with the parties which he had opposed during his
stay in NDA. This only makes him an
opportunistic politician who is ideologically bankrupt and people alone can
teach a lesson to such politicians.
K V Seetharamaihah Hassan

Proceed with caution

The much-coveted exit polls predict the
return of the National Democratic
Alliance (NDA). It is understandable
that the parties which find the predictions disappointing remain sceptical
about the exit poll predictions. Such
parties dismiss the predictions and
term the predictions as something
which “isn’t exact poll”. They would
like to be optimistic till the official
announcement of results. Most of the
time exit polls have predicted accurately which way the wind was blowing
even if it hasn’t been on point when it
came to predicting the exact number
of seats won by the parties. There are a
few isolated cases where exit polls have
gone wrong. If these predictions come
true, Narendra Modi will be the prime
minister for a second term and all the
parties that lose the electoral battle will
indulge in a drama where they grudgingly concede the defeat first and then
pretend to introspect about the results
of the defeat. After doing all this, they
will start accusing the victorious party
of hacking the EVMs and of indulging
in electoral malpractices with money
and muscle power.
According to exit poll trends, N
Chandrababu Naidu is on his way out,
losing ground to Y S Jagan Mohan
Reddy of the Yuvajana Shramika
Raithu Congress (YSRC). Naidu
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Whether it’s about television rating
points (TRP) or the love for PM
Narendra Modi is the matter of debate
but the news channels started declaring
the exit poll results within seconds of
the last votes polled (6.30pm). The six
main pollsters showed that for the second time, Modi’s National Democratic
Alliance (NDA) will rule, winning anywhere between 287 and 336 seats.
What’s funny is that the final tally each
survey predicted was varied but were
uniformly well above the 272 seats
needed to form a government. As if to
provide some relief to the Opposition,
two surveys showed the NDA falling
short — by between five and 30 seats.
Surprisingly,
Vice-President
M.
Venkaiah Naidu has mocked the exit
polls, saying “exit polls do not mean
exact polls. We have to understand that.
Since 1999, most of the exit polls have
gone wrong”.
I agree with Naidu and want to men-
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tion here that exit polls after the 2004
Lok Sabha polls had given 68 more seats
to the NDA than it got. But after the
results, we had the Congress-led United
Progressive Alliance (UPA) ruling India
for the next 10 years. It has also been
observed that when forecasters made
mistakes in a few states but got the bigger picture right, the error in one state
was cancelled out by the error in another; if the NDA or the UPA did not rise to
the expectations in one state, it excelled
in another. Hence there is nothing
wrong with Naidu devaluing exit polls.
Bidyut Kumar Chatterjee
Faridabad

Checks and balances
It’s good that this impatient nation gets
a few days to ponder over the ethos,
evolution and the economy of the period that we are passing through now.
Nationalism cannot be reduced to gross
majoritarianism. Likewise, politics does
have its genesis in confrontation but
the reverse would be the very antithesis
of socio-political evolution .The “us versus them” needs to yield to the notion
of “we and the problem”.
R Narayanan Navi Mumbai
Letters can be mailed, faxed or e-mailed to:
The Editor, Business Standard
Nehru House, 4 Bahadur Shah Zafar Marg
New Delhi 110 002
Fax: (011) 23720201 · E-mail: letters@bsmail.in
All letters must have a postal address and telephone
number
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Cheer in the markets
But caution is warranted about headwinds

T

he stock markets responded positively to predictions in the exit polls
that the incumbent National Democratic Alliance government would
easily win re-election. Over the course of trading on Monday, market
indices hit new all-time highs and posted their biggest one-day gains
in 10 years. The rupee appreciated by 49 paise, the biggest single-day gain in
two months, to close at 69.74 against the US dollar. Some exuberance at the
prospect of a stable government is understandable. However, it is relevant to
ask whether an over-reaction to opinion polls — or even to the final results on
May 23 — is a product purely of sentiment or a rational response to the underlying fundamentals. Naturally, markets will react to any new information, such
as was delivered by the exit polls. But the possibility of some volatility following
the actual results should not be discounted. The markets have already rallied
considerably, so investors will know there is scope for a correction.
The fundamentals deserve some attention. Emerging market shares
have suffered as a result of renewed trade tension between the United States
and China. Corporate India is still in the midst of its quarterly results season
for the March quarter, but in spite of mixed results, analysts have pointed
towards a trend of constrained demand. Analysts have reported a major shift
in tone for the worse on the short-term demand narrative of companies
reporting. Emerging from this situation will not be easy. Another brokerage
firm reported that 60 per cent of the firms that it covered had reported lower-than-expected earnings. A demand slowdown in the automobile sector
has received particular attention; and IT companies continue to struggle
with their margins. It is not easy to identify the next big sources of earnings
growth. Given that, and given also that the indices are already close to record
levels, a certain degree of caution till the political and policy environment
stabilises after the election seems warranted.
The question that will be asked on May 23 and after is: What the next government can and will do to support growth and earnings? If the markets are
rising on hope, the new government has to deliver to keep that hope going.
Once the noise around election results die down, the new government’s policy
and reform agenda to stimulate demand, boost consumption, revive capex and
revive economic growth will thus be closely watched. The experience after the
NDA government’s assumption of power in 2014 was that there were no immediate big-bang reforms implemented. It is not likely that the first weeks and
months would be any different this time even if the government were re-elected
as the exit polls suggest. It will take some time to identify the policy priorities
of the government, and even longer for those priorities to translate into action
on the ground. Thus, any positive policy shock will take time to show up in the
fundamentals. Till then, regardless of political volatility, the underlying trends
of the market may well continue to be determined by broader, and global,
factors. The trade and tariff war between the US and China, the developments
in the Gulf and the prospects of a slowdown in the global economy are really as
positive for the markets as the news from the exit polls.

Commission & omissions
EC has not upheld the spirit of the law

W

hatever the final results for the 2019 Lok Sabha elections, it is fair
to say that the Election Commission (EC) has emerged from the
36-day exercise with a marked diminution of its prestige. Having
been prodded to consider complaints against gross transgressions
by both ruling party and Opposition candidates in one of the least edifying campaigns on record, it now presents the spectacle of internal discord. One of the
election commissioners, Ashok Lavasa, has recused himself from attending the
EC meetings to discuss violations of the Model Code of Conduct, saying his
minority dissenting view had gone unrecorded. Mr Lavasa has been at the centre
of a controversy, having opposed five clearances that the EC gave to Prime
Minister Narendra Modi and party president Amit Shah for making obvious references to religion in the course of their campaigns and invoking the Balakot
strikes. Under EC rules, majority decisions prevail and the Chief Election
Commissioner (CEC) has argued that minority decisions do not get recorded
because code violations are not quasi-judicial decisions.
This view may hew to the letter of the EC’s mandate but not to its spirit. It is
an open question, for instance, whether it should have approved the use of government resources to televise the prime minister’s visit to Kedarnath at a time
when all campaigning had mandatorily ended; this would not have been an
issue had the visit occurred during campaigning. It is also worth wondering
why it allowed both Mr Modi and Mamata Banerjee a whole day to campaign in
Bengal before it shortened the campaigning period over some reprehensible
poll violence the day before.
Given the fierce whataboutery that dominates the public debate in recent
years, it is fair to say that previous ECs have not exactly covered themselves
in glory either, nor have political establishments in dealing with them. There
is the 2009 example of CEC N Gopalaswami recommending the removal of
his colleague Navin Chawla for political partisanship (Mr Chawla was considered close to the Congress party). In 2002, Mr Modi, then chief minister of
Gujarat, had suggested that then CEC J M Lyngdoh had turned down his
request to call early Assembly elections after communal riots in the state
because he was Christian. The introduction of the three-member committee
in 1989 was the result of the display of some unwarranted independence by
then EC R V S Peri Sastri, who is credited with introducing some wide-ranging
electoral reforms in his time. This was struck down by the Supreme Court
only to be revived in 1993 to rein in T N Seshan, who displayed an inconvenient
predilection for independent action that discomfited politicians of all hues.
Both Peri Sastri and Mr Seshan set new standards of objectivity for the EC —
till then a somewhat pliant institution — that earned it considerable public
respect for institutional impartiality. This hard-won reputation has been
whittled away since the 2000s. At least part of the weakness lies in the fact
that EC appointments are in the hands of the executive that the EC has to
govern. In that sense, Mr Lavasa has shown courage in speaking truth to
power. It’s a pity the EC has chosen to ignore his well-considered view.

A second balance
sheet deleveraging
This time round, it is the promoters who are grappling with
intense liquidity shock

I

n India, over the past few years, we have seen an
intense balance sheet deleveraging among large
corporate houses. The infamous Credit Suisse
“House of Debt” reports had chronicled how several
large Indian companies had unsustainable capital
structures, with no free cash flow, and a desperate
need to deleverage. Their debt burden had to come
down. This deleveraging has taken place over the past
six to seven years, through asset
sales, bank write-offs and in certain
cases change in control. Both the
banking system (with the non-performing assets peaking at near 15 per
cent) and the economy have borne
the pain of this debt workout. Just
when we thought we were coming
near the end of this deleveraging
cycle, and could look forward to a
pickup in private sector investment,
we are now faced once again with
AKASH PRAKASH
excess leverage.
This excess leverage and balance
sheet deleveraging will now be at the
promoter level, at their personal balance sheet. This
is where there is intense stress today, stress which
can damage the credit markets and once again short
circuit any potential recovery in private sector investments. All balance sheet deleveraging cycles involve
debt pay-downs, which reduce investments and
inevitably slow down the economy. If you are scrambling to deliver free cash flow, you will cut investments
to the bone.
Post the IL&FS default in September, we have seen
intense pressure on all except a handful of Non-bank-
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nti-business feelings in America
now run so strong that even some
leading bankers and hedge-fund
bosses want capitalism reformed.
Socialism (of some kind) is espoused by a
growing number of Democratic politicians. A Harvard University study found
51 per cent of 18- to 29-year-old Americans
do not support capitalism. The business
bashing is not solely from the political left;
Donald Trump has tweet-attacked plenty
of companies for offending his populist
instincts. Voices demanding higher taxes
and tougher regulations grow louder.
Echoing the vigorous trust busting of the
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The writer is with Amansa Capital

Save wind energy from the doldrums

P

ublic interest in renewable energy in India has (<~2.85/kWh), causing stress on existing land and
picked up only in recent years. But the silhou- evacuation facilities. Two, unlike solar PV, the wind
ettes of windmills on the horizon are no novelty sector has a globally competitive domestic supply
to the country, having been around for more than two chain in India. Low annual capacity additions are
decades. With an installed capacity of 35.6 gigawatts gravely impacting small domestic turbine and parts
(GW) and a total potential for over 300 GW at conser- manufacturers, while bigger (mostly international)
vative estimates, onshore wind in India can accelerate players can survive the turbulence.
How do we solve these issues? Policymakers must
the country’s clean energy ambitions.
However, wind speeds have been slowing in the choose between two approaches: To distribute the
sector, causing much angst for developers and man- capacity or distribute the energy generated.
Distributing capacity means tapping into wind
ufacturers. New capacity addition was less than 2 GW
resources available in medium-tofor the last two years. Despite a prolow wind power density (WPD)
ject pipeline of over 10 GW, the trend
regions. While Tamil Nadu and
in low annual capacity addition is
Gujarat have the highest wind
expected to continue this year. Wind
speeds and account for 39 per cent
turbine manufactures are operating
of the total wind potential in India,
at unsustainable capacity utilisation
(according to the National Institute
rates of less than 20 per cent.
of Wind Energy), there is an aggreAccording to the Council on Energy,
gate potential of 184 GW in other
Environment and Water (CEEW),
medium-to-low WPD regions.
workforce needs in wind project
Commissioning wind farms in these
implementation dropped to 1,140 in
states could reduce stress on land
2018, 73 per cent lower than in 2016.
and evacuation facilities, potentially
How can we save our homegrown
the investment required for
wind industry before it is too late?
ARUNABHA GHOSH & SELNA SAJI reduce
inter-state transmission infrastrucThe first signs of trouble
ture, and reduce the overall cost of
appeared soon after the sector shifted
to reverse auctions, from the 15-year-old feed-in-tariff integrating wind power into the grid.
However, lower wind speeds would mean higher
(FiT) regime. With an aggressive bid within the first
year, the sector achieved the lowest tariff discovered levelised cost of electricity. CEEW analysis indicates
for renewable power in the country, ~2.43/kWh (in a 6 to 36 per cent increase from current ceiling tariffs
December 2017). After the auction, developers started but comparable with the national average power purscrambling to procure land and secure connectivity chase cost for conventional generation. In order to
to evacuation infrastructure. Wind power relies on optimise energy production from low-WPD sites,
geographically concentrated resources where getting there is need for policy support to give incentives to
contiguous land can be arduous. More than 60 per develop advanced turbine technologies, which could
cent of the capacity auctioned in 2017 has not yet been tap low wind speeds.
For the second approach — distributing the energy
commissioned and is behind schedule owing to land
generated — to work, effective mechanisms are necand connectivity issues.
While these challenges seem common to both essary to transfer power from point of generation to
wind and solar photovoltaic, there are two reasons the nearest transmission network and to the periphery
why the wind sector needs some urgent attention. of offtakers’ networks. The Renewable Purchase
One, even though there are seven wind-rich states, Obligation (RPO) mechanism is meant to facilitate
only two of them have sites with mean wind speeds the inter-state transfer of power. But compliance of
high enough to provide the expected low tariffs distribution companies with RPOs is staggeringly low.

INFLEXION POINTS

Paean to big business
Progressive era, there are calls to break up
Facebook and Google, the increasingly dominant tech platforms, while the titans of
Silicon Valley are rebranded as 21st-century
robber barons.
Amid so much criticism, who would
dare dispute that there is something rotten
about the state of corporate America today?
Enter Tyler Cowen, an economics professor
who has written a determinedly positive
book about business. Mr Cowen did not
become one of the world’s most-read bloggers on economics without understanding
the value of a well-timed contrarian blast.
He showed this to great effect in 2011 in a
best-selling e-book, The Great Stagnation,
arguing that the rate of increase in median
income had slowed since the early 1970s
as a direct consequence of a falling rate of
innovation in the American economy,
which was thus likely to continue to struggle to grow for the foreseeable future. Now
he is back “to speak up for business, to persuade you that it deserves more of your
love and less hate.”

ing Financial Companies (NBFCs). They have had
their access to long-term funds constrained and costs
of funding have risen 100-200 basis points. Many
NBFCs have had simply no choice but to sell down
assets to meet debt maturities. Most have limited ability to lend as they are unable to raise fresh funding.
These same NBFCs were major players in promoter
funding and structured credit. With their inability to
lend, they are no longer willing to
role over maturing promoter funding
structures, forcing promoters to
scramble to raise the cash needed to
pay off their liabilities. This has come
as a shock to promoters used to
rolling over their liabilities.
A second source of promoter
funding has been the debt mutual
funds. Through various structures,
we have seen funds subscribe to the
debt of many promoter holding company entities, collaterised against
listed company shares of the promoter. Market scuttlebutt has it that
such funding is more ~1 trillion. This is spooking the
markets, as we do not know exactly where this promoter funding is sitting. We also do not know whether
it is being marked-to-market accurately. Debt funds
have had to take a markdown for their exposure to
IL&FS paper, and it seems possible that more such
markdowns may happen as more promoter funding
structures come to light.
Most investors did not seem to realise the risks
being taken by some funds on their behalf.
Consequent to this realisation many debt funds are

now facing redemption pressures. The regulator also
seems to be taking a dim view of this type of lending.
It is fair to say that going forward, debt funds will pull
back their exposure to such promoter funding structures. There is no question of these structures being
rolled over. Once again the promoters are being asked
to repay maturing structures, there is no rollover.
The third source of funding for promoters was the
structured credit book of private corporate banks.
These banks are under intense pressure from investors
to curtail such types of risk exposures. It is unlikely
that this source of funding will continue to be extended. The biggest player in this space has serious capital
and management challenges. It also seems determined to undergo a business model change, and derisk its lending book.
There is therefore a severe liquidity shock for promoter balance sheets. Most business families are
scrambling to cut their promoter funding exposures
given the lack of alternative funding sources.
This promoter balance sheet deleveraging has
many unintended consequences.
First of all, in certain cases, markets have hammered the stocks of the companies whose shares have
been pledged. In many cases, wherever we see large
pledged share exposures, the stocks have been hammered so as to trigger a default event, and create
forced selling of the shares pledged as security for
the loan. Companies which have no underlying operating issues, have seen their shares fall by 50-60 per
cent because of these pledges.
Secondly, we have seen attempts by promoter families to sell large blocks of stocks to raise the cash to
reduce their personal debt. These block sales will be
much more common and may put pressure on stocks.
Thirdly, this scramble to reduce personal leverage
has also driven most promoters to attempt to sell
assets. In most cases all this leverage was taken to
build infrastructure businesses or assets in their personal capacity. Once again, we have a buyer’s market
for assets, as numerous infrastructure and real estate
assets are put up for sale by various promoter families.
Given the amount of wealth destruction seen in infrastructure, it is amazing to me that anyone actually
expects the private sector to invest again in greenfield
assets in this space.
With this new balance sheet deleveraging cycle,
just like the one we have just gone through, it will take
time to repair balance sheets, and rebuild risk appetite.
It will take time for the financial intermediaries to get
comfortable. For the majority of Indian promoters,
there is no chance they will invest in a hurry.
We are unfortunately back to where we were seven
years ago. The government will have to drive and
front-load investments in the economy, and the financial intermediaries in the system will take time to
regain confidence. One can only hope that this workout gets completed faster. We cannot afford another
seven years of single digit earnings growth. The private sector has to rebound faster than the first balance sheet deleveraging cycle.

If you are hoping for a billet-doux to set
your heart aflutter, remember that the
author is a practitioner of the dismal science;
the romance in his love letter is less Harry
Met Sally than Demand Meets Supply. Still,
there is no shortage of passion from Mr
Cowen. His beloved is the source of “most
of the stuff we enjoy and consume” and
gives “most of us jobs.” Mr Cowen also
argues, persuasively, that America tops the
world in the quality of its corporate management — if Chinese firms were managed
equally well, they would be up to 50 per
cent more productive. American business
is also the leading innovator globally in
many areas.
Some of his defence of business is less
certain than his positive headline message
suggests. He devotes a chapter to refuting
accusations that Big Tech companies are
evil, only to confess to worrying about the
threat they pose to personal privacy, which
he fears will get dramatically worse as facial
recognition and voice-recording technologies become ever more ubiquitous. He

argues that business should be trusted more,
despite so many high-profile scandals,
because it is less prone to lying and cheating
than governments or nonprofits. This could
be read not as a ringing endorsement but
as damning with faint praise.
For Mr Cowen, the real reason business
is so unpopular is that we humans tend to
anthropomorphise companies, turning corporations “into people in our minds, and
also in our hearts” (and even writing love
letters to them). Companies play along in
this charade, because it pays them to do so,
branding themselves with human characteristics like being friendly and listening
to our concerns. Inevitably, we feel let
down when they turn out instead to be
“abstract, sharklike legal entities devoted
to commercial profit.”
Mr Cowen’s explanation is not particularly convincing. Nor is his two-part
advice for clearing the current atmosphere
of distrust. First, the public should accept
that business will always fall short of our
unreasonably high expectations, and get
over it. Second, rather unexpectedly from
a member of the famously libertarian economics faculty at George Mason
University, he wants business to try harder
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Stricter compliance would go a long way to facilitate
inter-state power exchange. Strengthening existing
market mechanisms, such as power trading and open
access, with regulatory and technological means
would be another option. Agile power procurement
planning by distribution companies, effective open
access regulation across states, and developing
advanced electricity market are among the measures
that could move the needle.
Additionally, inter-state and intra-state transmission networks need rapid expansion to keep pace
with renewable energy deployment to pre-empt a
real technical constraint in power transmission across
the country. Large injections of variable renewable
energy within a regional network would also need
additional investments in grid balancing technologies.
Regardless of the approach chosen, India has to
rethink the way reverse auctions are conducted. In
their current form, reverse auctions will not encourage
exploration of low-WPD sites. Nor would they ensure
smooth commissioning of plants in high-WPD areas.
Site-specific auctions with a ceiling tariff estimated
for the chosen geography could support optimum
wind farm designs — and more realistic tariffs. The
procedure for Long-Term Open Access of the transmission network and substation connectivity also
needs to be streamlined with the auction process.
This would ensure that the timelines for plant commissioning and network expansion are in sync. This
reformed approach would facilitate more capacity
being commissioned annually, giving the industry a
more stable growth path.
India may or may not meet the wind energy target
of 60 GW by 2022. But obsession with targets and
lowest tariffs, alone, is a bit like tilting at the windmills.
Saving wind energy from the doldrums would need
accurate assessment of the costs (of generation and
transmission), streamlining the auction process (to
give incentives for innovation), and far better enforcement of regulations.

Ghosh is CEO and Saji is Research Analyst, Council on Energy,
Environment and Water (http://ceew.in). Follow
@GhoshArunabha @CEEWIndia

at being socially responsible.
In 1970, The New York Times Magazine
published an extraordinarily controversial
article by Milton Friedman, titled “The
Social Responsibility of Business Is to
Increase Its Profits.” At the time, this
shocked even much of corporate America,
never mind the regular New York Times
reader. The article was intended to defend
business against heavy-handed government
regulation, including of prices and wages,
that threatened to squeeze dynamism and
innovation out of corporate America. Yet
over the years, as deregulation spread across
America and then the world, Friedman’s
words were, I believe, twisted into a simplistic justification for doing anything that
increased profits regardless of the consequences for society and the planet.
Mr Cowen rejects Friedman’s definition,
arguing instead that the “social responsibility of business is to come up with the
magic of a vision that will help us trust it
more, whether as consumers or workers.”
For Mr Cowen, business at its best is a “fundamentally ethical enterprise” and (preserving his libertarian credentials by citing
Ayn Rand in support of it) “can be a vehicle
for the achievement of heroic goals.”

This would have been a far better book
had Mr Cowen focused more on how to
overcome the negative consequences of the
spread of the Friedman Doctrine, which I
believe has helped socially irresponsible,
greedy, unheroic business leaders flourish
at the expense of the heroic kind.
Happily, a new generation of more
socially responsible business leaders is
emerging, like Marc Benioff of Salesforce,
the Chobani founder Hamdi Ulukaya and
Indra Nooyi (until recently at the helm of
PepsiCo). If only Mr Cowen had shown
less unconditional love for corporate
America and instead concentrated on
what needs to be done to ensure that being
ethical and heroic becomes business as
usual. That “love letter” would have left
most readers hopeful that there might yet
be a Happily Ever After.
©2019 The New York Times News Service

BIG BUSINESS:
A Love Letter to an American
Anti-Hero
Tyler Cowen
St. Martin’s Press; 272 pages, $28.99
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Orchid Pharma
debt resolution:
RP gets 3 plans
Orchid Pharma is a step closer to finalising its second
attempt to find a plan under
the Corporate Insolvency
Resolution Process it had initiated earlier.
As on Friday, the
Resolution Professional (RP)
for the case had got three such
plans, the company informed
the stock exchanges.
Earlier, the National
Company Law Tribunal
(NCLT) cancelled the resolution plan from US-based
Ingen Capital after the latter
had not met the final date for
infusing an upfront amount.
Ingen had said it first wanted
specified sets of data from
Orchid.
Resolution plans were
invited on April 10, in line with
a February 28 order of the
NCLT. The last date for sending plans was May 10, later
extended to May 17.
The RP will now evaluate
the plans and place the recommendation before the
Committee of Creditors (CoC).
The latter is expected to meet
late this week or early next
week.
GIREESH BABU

Incumbency wave in India,
Australia lifts Adani stocks
SUDARSHAN VARADHAN & CHRIS THOMAS
New Delhi/Bengaluru, 20 May

S

hares in various Adani Group companies, including those of flagship Adani
Enterprises, surged on Monday after
exit polls predicted Prime Minister Narendra
Modi would return to power, even as
Australian poll results also spelled good
news for the Indian conglomerate.
Adani Enterprises rose as much as 29%
in afternoon trade, its sharpest intraday
gain in over two years. Other Adani Group
stocks such as Adani Power, Adani Gas and
Adani Green Energy were all up more than
15% in afternoon trading.
The rally in Adani stocks outshone a
broader market rally, which saw the NSE
index close 3.7% higher at 11,828.25 points,
while the benchmark BSE index was 3.8%
higher at 39,352.67 points.
The surge comes after exit polls on
Sunday predicted that Modi may return to
power with an even bigger majority in parliament, a far better showing than expected
in recent weeks.
Billionaire Gautam Adani's rapid ascent
to the top tier of Indian business is often
associated with the rise of Modi, who is also
from the western state of Gujarat.

Indian markets, but did not specify why
the group's stocks did so much better than
the broader market.
"It is broadly an election-based rally.
People are expecting reforms on the infrastructure side to continue," said an analyst
covering Adani Ports, which rose more than
10%. Adani's empire, which includes billions of dollars worth of investments in
mining, ports, trading, electricity and gas
among other things, has benefited from
Modi's emphasis on economic development. The business tycoon has in the past
Gautam Adani, chairman of Adani Group brushed off any notions that he has been
granted undue favours.
(BSEprice on Monday)
Separately, news that Australia's conservative coalition has swept back to power
with an outright majority also boded well for
%
%
Adani Mining Australia, which has been
Adani Enterprises Adani Power
struggling for years to kick off its ambitious
Carmichael coal mine project in Queensland
%
due to environmental concerns.
%
Adani Mining Australia used the elecAdani Green Energy
Adani Gas
tion results to slam the labor government in
Shares of Adani Enterprises have risen the state, saying the poll verdict reflected
by about 170% since Modi assumed power, public consensus on the mine.
compared to around 40% under the previ"Let's hope they (Queensland state govous Congress-led regime.
ernment) realise it is time to start listening
Analysts say Adani Group's rally on to the people of Queensland," Lucas Dow,
Monday was in line with the euphoria in Chief Executive of Adani Mining, said.
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Huawei India journey hits a wall
as US tech giants up the ante
ARNAB DUTTA
New Delhi, 20 May

American internet major Google has banned Huawei from
some of the Android mobile
services, in a new twist to the
continuing trade war between
the US and China. Other USbased tech giants such as Intel
and Qualcomm, too, have
deserted Huawei globally,
adding to the adverse impact
on the India business of the
Chinese telecom major. International reports suggest that
suppliers from Europe may follow suit, a development that
could hit Huawei even harder.
Marketing its handsets
under brands like Huawei and
Honor, the Chinese firm had
managed to grow its share in
the highly competitive India
market recently. With the latest developments globally
linked to a perception of security threat, Huawei is looking
at a bleak future in India and
some other key markets, analysts pointed out.
Without Google’s Android
operating system (OS), Huawei
may have to put off new

launches, market analysts and
experts said. Android OS, that
powers over 90 per cent of the
smartphones in the country,
has been the only operating
system used by Huawei to date.
From its flagship devices like
Huawei P30 Pro and P9 to its
top-selling mid-level smartphones like Honor 9N and 9i,
each one is dependent on different versions of Android.
Its tablets, too, are solely
running on Android OS.
Moreover, Google’s virtual
monopoly over the smartphone market (globally
Android holds over 80 per cent
of the market) and its vast software ecosystem would mean
an unprecedented control over
any hardware maker. The burn

Kesoram to
enter car tyre
market by Sept

Realty player Sobha enters furniture
business with Metercube brand

Around three years after
scouting for a partner to enter
the passenger car tyre segment, Kesoram Industries’
Birla Tyres, part of the B K
Birla Group, has decided to do
so by itself, and within four
months.
Its chief financial officer, P
Radhakrishnan, told Business
Standard they’d rely on the
brand value Birla Tyres had
with its dealership base. “The
over ~2,000-crore tyre market in the country is expected
to grow in double-digits
annually, and we will target
the after-market” he said.
AVISHEK RAKSHIT

PAVAN LALL
Mumbai, 20 May

Most real estate players differentiate themselves through premium dwellings, transparent
business practices and timely
deliveries, but southern developer Sobha is deploying an
unusual tactic with its latest
offering that will add furniture
to what it calls its fully backward-integrated approach.
Metercube, which gets its
name from the unit of measuring space and volume, is the
name of Sobha's latest business
line. The brand will offer an
array of furniture and home
furnishings. It has opened the
first ‘experience’ centre, spread
over 3,000 square feet, and it is
already live at its corporate
office over at Outer Ring Road
in Bengaluru. The centre features dining tables, chairs, sofa
frames, coffee tables, book
shelves, and entertainment
cabinets, among other things.
Products are designed with
modern sensibilities and
priced a couple of notches
above Swedish furniture giant
Ikea. So its furniture range
starts from ~4,000 and goes up
to ~60,000, and has an average
price point of ~12,000. The first
Metercube store will open
sometime in October at a
25,000 sq ft location on St.
Marks road in the city centre.
“We will roll out more Metercubes in a hub-and-spoke model first in Bengaluru, then
potentially across other cities
and will cater to all kinds of customers and not just those who
buy flats from Sobha," said J C
Sharma, Sobha's managing
director and vice-chairman.
Who will Sobha go head to
head with? "We are not going
to be competing with Ikea,"

EXPANDING BUSINESS
Sobha's other
businesses

Revenue Products
(~crore)

Glazing & metal 157 crore Metal works, aluminum
works divison
doors windows, glass works
Interiors &
143 crore Cabinets, cupboards, doors,
furnishing
furniture, mattresses
Concrete products 43 crore Pavers, blocks, kerbstones,
slabs, drainage channels
Source: Company

Sharma said. He said the company’s furnishings and new
products are an evolution from
their already existing businesses that include an interiors division, a glazing and metal works
unit, a concrete division as well
as a mattress business under
the brand Restoplus. At the
interiors division, Sobha's
woodwork factory is set up over
a facility that is 325,000 sq ft,
employs 1,000 people and makes doors, wardrobes, and interior fit outs. That's also where
most of Metercube's products
will be made to start with.
Sobha sells around 3,000
flats a year with an average
price of ~1 crore, and its buyers
all represent a target audience

for the company. Aditya
Yamsanwar, director at Team
One Architects, which works
closely with developers, said
that historically its always been
real estate consultants who run
services that range from HVAC
(heating, ventilation, and air
conditioning) to nowadays
even automatic logistics coordination for guests and visitors
at facilities so that they need
not fill out a piece of paper to
enter the building. “Very few
have done back-end integration
to this degree,” Yamsanwar
said, adding that Pune-based
realtor Panchshil Realty is
another rare example of a firm
that custom builds bathrooms,
and door frames.

Sharma said there was much
deliberation before getting into
the B2B (business-to-business)
line. Originally, the company
wasn't planning to sell products
such as doors to other realtors.
Eventually, that changed direction and today it makes on average 50,000 doors a year, of
which 60 per cent is supplied to
other realtors such as Prestige,
Shapoorji Pallonji Real Estate,
Mahindra Lifespaces, and others. That business is growing at
around 20 per cent a year.
Sobha, generated ~3,500
crore last financial year with a
net profit of ~296 crore. The
interiors and furnishings business, which includes mattresses, generated around ~143 crore,
company officials said.
According to Yamsanwar,
the advantage of real estate
add-ons being retained inhouse is that it becomes easier
to manage supply and demand
as well as quality. “Especially
for companies doing a lot of
business in office campuses,
they are better geared to backward-integration than just
pure-play residential because
of the design and volume factors that are at play with regards
to standardisation.”
Gulam Zia, executive director at Knight Frank, said that
while furnitures and fit-outs are
a value-add for a homebuyer, a
developer doesn’t make huge
margins on it unless the quantities are huge, which have
recently been slower due to
lowering sales volumes and
velocities.
“But, it will be a value-add
for mid- to lower-range
housing since upper- to luxury-end of market buyers tend
to seek stripped down homes
to fit it out,” Zia said. “That is
innovation.”

of dissociation with it could be
catastrophic for any handset
maker, said analysts.
“Without access to Android
OS, it would be nearly impossible for Huawei to operate,” said
Navkendar Singh, research
director, IDC India. While
Huawei has been developing an
in-house OS for quite some time,
Singh said for any new OS to
establish itself in the market
takes years. “In today’s world,
where an all-round OS ecosystem like Android exists, it takes
at least two to four years to develop another OS that can stand
before competition,” he said.
“Huawei has made substantial contributions to the
development and growth of
Android around the world. As
one of Android’s key global
partners, we have worked closely with their open-source platform to develop an ecosystem
that has benefited both users
and the industry,” the company
said in an email statement.
Google’s latest move means
that all its mobile apps like
YouTube, Google Maps,
Chrome, and Gmail will be
inaccessible to Huawei.

IT cos to face
low demand
in health care,
BFSI space
DEBASIS MOHAPATRA
Bengaluru, 20 May

Software services firms globally are likely to see a sluggish
demand in the banking,
financial services and insurance (BFSI) space, along with
health care vertical in the current financial year.
Industry experts are of the
opinion that while rising pace
of insourcing by banking
clients apart from consolidation in the banking sector are
seen as primary reasons
behind this slow growth in
demand, lingering uncertainty after scrapping of
Obamacare is likely to pull
down growth figures in the
health care vertical.
“We believe that there is
going to be continued weakness in the banking and health
care segments. Service
providers such as Cognizant
and Infosys have been in
denial (so far). However, these
companies are starting to see
what we have been seeing for
some time,” said Peter BendorSamuel, founder and chief
executive officer (CEO) of global research firm Everest group.
Despite big banks’ continuing investment in digital
transformation, most of these
new budgets are being spent
on fintech firms with more of
insourcing, he added. As part
of insourcing, clients are managing their IT-related work inhouse than outsourcing it to
IT services players.
Within the BFSI vertical,
while banking segment is
going through a slow
growth phase, client spend
on the insurance segment
remains strong.

Genpact’s India staff powers e-car racing event
NEHA ALAWADHI
New Delhi, 20 May

Business process management (BPM) major Genpact is
helping the Envision Virgin
Racing Team for the Formula
E Championship — the
world’s first fully electric car
racing event.
The current fifth season differs from the very popular
Formula One racing in the critical way that the participants do
not race based on laps but in a
45-minute and 30-minute format with the only constant
being the energy of the car battery. The drivers have to make
real-time decisions on how to
utilise the available power to be
able to not just win, but also
ensure that it lasts through the
prescribed time limit.
Genpact is training its people
in India, giving data scientists
the chance to work on real-time,
real-world outcomes. It has a
team of data scientists dedicated to driving performance,
based in India. “(The event has)
11 race teams, 22 drivers and
each team has identical
resource — the energy of the
battery...then it’s a mix of the
cars' drivers' talent and the
sophistication of the algorithm
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Genpact is training its people in India, giving data scientists the chance to work on real-time,
real-world outcomes

which we are providing,” said
Genpact’s Chief Science Officer
Armen Kherlopian.
The team has worked on algorithms that take into account
hundreds of parameters, including pre-race track conditions and
detailed telemetry from sensors
monitoring every major component and system in the car.
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At the centre of the work that
Genpact is doing with Envision
Virgin Racing is Genpact’s Cora,
an artificial intelligence platform that collects and analyses
the available data and makes
recommendations about energy
management, speed, or passing
strategies using all available
data, in the fastest time possible.

The drivers talk in real-time
with the engineers while they
race, and the human machine
interaction becomes critical.
The use of AI in car racing is a
growing trend, given that last
year, Formula One chose
Amazon Web Services to provide
technology based insight.
Researchers and teams study tele-

metric data, temperature, pressure, frequency, speed and so on
received from onboard sensors.
This data can help individual
team drivers take decisions like
steering, acceleration and brake,
along with data such as lap times,
top speeds, pit stop times, wind
speeds on the track, and others for
precise forecasting.
Organised by the same enterprise that hosts Formula One
races — the Fédération
Internationale de l’Automobile
— the difference with Formula E
racing is that sustainability and
a cleaner planet are built into
every aspect of the races. Even
the advertising sign boards used
in the races since April this year
will be environment-friendly.
“In Formula E, you have
electric race cars, implication of
sustainable cities, clean energies. They've also enabled sustainability in the business model. In Formula One, you can
have one team spending $600
million while another can spend
$100 million. The innovation in
Formula E is that all teams are
capped at an operating budget
of $25 million, so this means the
number of people that can be
mobilised would count in the
few dozens, not in the hundreds,” said Kherlopian.
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Cherry Blossom steps
up to the digital pitch
Reckitt Benckiser emphasises the functionality of its iconic shoe polish brand,
as it reaches out to a new generation of customers
T E NARASIMHAN
Chennai, 20 May

O

ld habits die hard but
as Cherry Blossom, the
shoe polish brand
from British multinational
consumer goods company
Reckitt Benckiser, is discovering, once they do disappear, it
can be tough reinstating
thritual. In its latest campaign,
the brand, is urging people to
go back to what was once an
everyday routine. And by
doing so, the hundred-plus
year old brand is looking to
reclaim its position in consumer’s lives as a daily habit.
Interestingly the campaign
that addresses working class
Indians, across geographies, is
being released only on digital
platforms at the moment. As
experts point out, the need to
reaffirm the brand’s status is
most acute for the 20-45 age
group and these customers
are largely present online.
Not only has the brand
chosen a different platform to
speak from, it is also presenting a different story around
itself. Instead of the nostalgic
references to the brand’s presence in the country and its
famous mascot, the tramp
played by Charlie Chaplin, the
narrative focuses on the positive impact of polishing
shoes. ‘Polish to shine’ is the
tagline. Sukhleen Aneja, CMO
and marketing director,
Hygiene Home-South Asia,
Reckitt Benckiser said, “Over
the years shoe polishing as a
category has started to fade
from public memory and the
onus of re-igniting growth lies
with the company.”
Shoe polishes face the
threat of being forgotten on
the shelf and soon to being

Diligence, sincerity and discipline are the values that the brand wants to be associated with

forgotten as a category altogether. This is the premise of
the ads. The first film has a
school girl highlight how polishing shoes stands in for values such as being responsible
and disciplined. The second
ad has a father-son bantering
over the need to look one’s
best and going out in polished
shoes.
“Our endeavour is to
increase the importance of
polishing shoes in the consumer’s
life
especially
amongst children and office
goers,” said Aneja.
The last campaign was in
2006 for the completion of
100 years of Cherry Blossom
shoe polish, which was
launched in 1906 in the UK.
The ‘100 shining years’ campaign was based on the
Charlie Chaplin theme.
The brand is not only looking to get people to go back to
the old ‘polish and shine’ routine, but is also hoping to
upstage competitor Kiwi that

Few dispute the leadership
has upped its presence in the
retail stores significantly in status of Cherry Blossom in
the market. One of its rivals
recent years.
The ads this time round said that there are very few
brands that have
are more purpose
survived with the
driven and the “Over the years
intention is to shoe polishing as same leadership for
100-plus years and
make it more relat- a category has
maintained a nearable. Harish Bijoor, started to fade
generic recall in the
founder-CEO
from public
market. It is critical
Bijoor Consults memory and the
therefore that the
said that there are onus of rebrand not just tacktwo ways of adver- igniting growth
le competition with
tising, functional lies with the
a message proand
emotional. company”
claiming to be bet“Normally brands SUKHLEEN ANEJA
ter, or older, but
tend to yo-yo
CMO and marketing
take a stand that
between these two director, Hygiene
urges people to
depending on the Home-South Asia,
think
Cherry
need. In the case of Reckitt Benckiser
Blossom every time
Cherry Blossom, it
is a basic shoe polish. But after they think of stepping out of
having built the brand, the home.
“We have a loyal set of cusnext step is to make it the
brand of choice. What the tomers who would reach out
brand now does is it look at for our brand irrespective of
the functionality of really well any other options available.
polished shoes and whether With the new campaign, our
one can make shoe polishing aim is more to reach out to a
wider audience,” said Aneja.
a desired activity.”
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Best day in a
decade for
markets

founder Motilal Oswal Financial Services.
Sonal Varma, managing director and
chief India economist at Nomura, said
even if the BJP returns to power, “we do
not foresee a major reversal of the current (weak) economic conditions in the
short term, although the end of political
uncertainty and policy continuity would
be a medium-term positive.”

Corporate earnings
may disappoint
again
Analysts attribute the slowdown in
growth to the adverse impact of
demand slowdown in sectors such as
automotive, consumer durables, nonbanking finance, and consumer staples,
Adani Group and Anil Ambani Group which were leading the top line growth
shares saw huge gains. Market players in the last few quarters.
The results season is, however, far
said investors were betting that the new
government would take steps to ease liq- from over and the earnings trend could
uidity pressure faced by realty and change further. The current sample
only represents around 60 per cent of
NBFCs.
Some, however, cautioned investors the listed universe in rupee terms,
from getting swayed by the ongoing elec- based on the historical run rate of quartion-related euphoria in the market. terly revenues and profits. Many of the
They said the elections have a short-term industry leaders such as InterGlobe
Aviation, Bharat Heavy Electricals, Oil
bearing on the market.
“After the election dust settles, mar- and Natural Gas Corporation, and Sun
kets will again start searching for funda- Pharmaceutical Industries are yet to
mentals such as corporate earnings, oil declare their results for Q4FY19.
The mainline domestic marketprices, and how the US-China trade wars
pan out,” said Raamdeo Agrawal, co- focused companies (excluding financials, energy, technology,
pharma,
and
metals)
remained under pressure,
>
# 2748
with 8.9 per cent YoY decline
in net profit (adjusted for
exceptional gains and losses)
during the quarter, against
earnings growth of 17.7 per
cent a year ago. These companies’ combined net sales
were up 7.8 per cent, growing
at the slowest pace in the last
four quarters.
Among domestic businesses, fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) companies outperformed, with 21.9
per cent growth in combined
net profit in Q4, despite a
slowdown in volume and revenue growth. Their combined
net sales were up 9.5 per cent
YoY, a sharp cut from 13.7 per
cent growth during the third
SOLUTION TO #2747
Medium
quarter.
Their
margins
«««
declined, as employee costs
Solution
and marketing expenses grew
tomorrow
faster than the top line. This,
coupled with the recent rise
HOW TO PLAY
in crude oil prices and
Fill in the grid so
demand slowdown, raises a
that every row,
question mark over the earnevery column and
ings sustainability in the
every 3x3 box
FMCG industry.
contains the
Technology companies
digits 1 to 9
such Tata Consultancy

Services, Infosys, HCL Technologies,
and Wipro reported a recovery in earnings growth, driven by rupee depreciation. The industry’s combined net
profit was up 17.1 per cent YoY, growing
at the fastest pace in at least 12 quarters. Net sales growth at 15.4 per cent
was, however, the lowest in three quarters, a result of the adverse impact of a
slowdown in the global economy.
Margins were also under pressure, as
employee costs account for nearly 53
per cent of industry revenue, up steadily from 50 per cent three years ago.
Technology and FMCG players
together account for 56 per cent of the
combined net profit of ex-financials and
energy companies. In the total universe,
these four sectors take up 80 per cent
of the combined net profit, but only 47
per cent of combined revenues.

Etihad and Hindujas
set for Abu Dhabi
meet on May 23

BS SUDOKU
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The Hindujas want lenders to take a substantial haircut on their dues, he said.
Jet owes around ~8,600 crore to banks
and has failed to pay up to its employees
and suppliers.
Apart from Hindujas, a couple of
unsolicited bids, keen to invest in Jet,
are also being vetted. The unsolicited
bids came from London-based AdiGro
Group, British entrepreneur Jason
Unsworth, and Mumbai-based Darwin
Platform, some of them seeking to partner Etihad in a bid to rescue Jet. There
have been talks with governmentbacked wealth fund National Investment
and Infrastructure Fund (NIIF) as well.
Earlier, the consortium of 26 lenders
had shortlisted Etihad, NIIF, and private
equity players TPG Capital and Indigo
Partners as possible bidders for Jet after
these companies had put in their expression of interest. Of these, only Etihad put
in its bid, that too in the form of a conditional letter of interest, on May 10 — the
last day for submission of bids. Other
players have in the meantime lost interest in picking up a stake in Jet as the
Naresh Goyal-founded airline is left with
few aircraft and airport slots.
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Trade growth slowdown may
worsen amid tariff war: WTO
‘Any rebound in 2020 depends on reduced trade tensions and/or improved macroeconomic performance’

KEY FINDINGS

SUBHAYAN CHAKRABORTY
New Delhi, 20 May

BELOW TREND
96.6 indices for export orders
96.7 indices for electronic

R

ising trade tensions have
prompted the World Trade
Organization (WTO) to dim its
prospect for trade growth in the second quarter of the 2019 calendar year.
“World trade growth is likely to
remain weak into the second quarter
of 2019,” the WTO said on Monday,
pointing towards falling levels of
growth in international air freight,
automobile production, sales and
trade in agriculture raw materials.
“The outlook for trade could worsen
if heightened trade tensions are not
resolved or if macroeconomic policy fails to adjust to changing circumstances,” it further said.
While the WTO did not mention the
US and China in its latest assessment, future. The index had correctly forethe escalating trade war between the cast continued reduction in trade
two largest economies had been growth since 2018. Readings greater
than 100 suggests growth
blamed by it earlier as a
source of destabilisation of
above medium-term
growth. The Geneva-based The WTO brings
trends, while those
below the number indibody brings out its quarterly out its quarterly
forecast of global trade forecast of global
cate
the
opposite.
However, actual trade
growth through the World trade growth
volumes have closely folTrade Outlook Indicator through the World
lowed its predictions.
(WTOI) index. It shows a Trade Outlook
This was driven by
sustained slowdown in con- Indicator index
declines in all, but two
tainer port throughput,
component indices, elecstemming from slow growth
tronic components and most imporin crucial sectors.
The WTO has maintained that the tantly, export orders, which managed
index is not intended as a short-term to rise slightly.
Indices for export orders (96.6) and
forecast, suggesting it provides an indication of trade growth in the near electronic components (96.7) appear to

components

Steadying the ship
101.0 index for container port
throughput

India’s exports
0.64% export growth in April, at a
four-month low

have bottomed out, even as both
remained firmly below-trend, the WTO
said. Elsewhere, the index for container port throughput (101.0) also declined
but remained above 100, suggesting
growth in line with recent trends.
In April, economists at the global
trade body estimated that merchandise trade volume growth would fall to
2.6 per cent in 2019, down from 3.0 per
cent in 2018, before rebounding to 3
per cent in 2020. However, they had
cautioned that significant downside
risks remained to the 2019 forecast.
“Any rebound in 2020 would depend
on reduced trade tensions and/or
improved macroeconomic performance,” the WTO had said.
India's exports had a disappoint-

ing start in the first month of the new
financial year as growth crashed to a
four-month low of only 0.64 per cent
in April, with sectors such as engineering goods, gems and jewellery
suffered sharp contractions. Of the
30 major product groups, 14 recorded
a growth in April, a steep climb down
from 20 in March.
Tensions between the two largest
economies are not expected to subside
soon as Beijing has taken a sterner
stance now. The last bilateral meet
between both parties ended inconclusively on May 10 - the same day US resident Donald Trump raised the tariff
rate on $200 billion worth of Chinese
products from 10 per cent.
The Xi Jinping administration has
responded by putting a similar 25 per
cent import duty on US imports worth
$ 60 billion.

McAloo, grilled chicken wrap off McD menu
PRESS TRUST OF INDIA
New Delhi, 20 May

US-based
fast
food
McDonald’s has dropped
many items — like McAloo
and Grilled Chicken Wrap —
from the menu of the 13 stores,
which it has reopened in
Delhi-NCR after its agreement
with partner Vikram Bakshi to
acquire Connaught Plaza
Restaurants Pvt Ltd (CPRL).
The company has also taken Maaza beverage off the list,
a fruit based drink brand from
Coca-Cola.
“To ensure a more consistent McDonald’s India experience across the different
regions, we have permanently
removed some of the least
popular items, including the
McAloo Wrap, Chicken
McGrill, Egg Wrap, Grilled

Maharashtra moots
one-stop data shop
for land title records

Chicken Wrap, and Maaza
beverage. The rest of the menu
remains the same,” Barry
Sum, director of corporate
relations
for
Asia
at
McDonald’s.

Besides, the menu boards,
tray mats, and packaging have
a new design to be consistent
with McDonald’s simple, modern brand identity, he added.
“Paper packaging and

wooden utensils are also
Forest Stewardship Council
(FSC) certified to support
McDonald's global commitment to sustainability,” Sum
added.

According to the company,
customers visiting the 13 reopened stores will experience
an enhanced service experience with more customised
hospitality, refreshed menu
boards, merchandising and
packaging.
CPRL, after its agreement with estranged partner Vikram Bakshi to transfer his share in the JV to the
US-based firm, had temporarily shut down its 160
stores.
On Sunday, CPRL, which
is now controlled by
McDonald's, announced reopening of 13 restaurants in
Delhi-NCR.
The company plans to reopen the rest stores "over
the coming days and
weeks", McDonald's India
had said in a statement.

AROUND THE WORLDN

‘Official end for Iran’ if
it hurts us, says Trump
AFP/PTI
Washington, 20 May

President Donald Trump has issued an
ominous warning to Iran, suggesting that
if the Islamic republic attacks American
interests, it will be destroyed.
"If Iran wants to fight, that will be the
official end of Iran. Never threaten the
United States again," Trump said in a
tweet.
Tensions between Washington and
Tehran have been on the rise as the United
States has deployed a carrier group and B52 bombers to the Gulf over what it termed
Iranian "threats." This account has been
met with widespread skepticism outside
the United States. The White House has
sent mixed signals in recent days, amid
multiple US media reports of infighting in
Trump's cabinet over how hard to push
Washington's arch foe Iran.
The Trump administration has ordered
non-essential diplomatic staff out of Iraq,
citing threats from Iranian-backed Iraqi
armed groups, and sent an aircraft carrier
and heavy B-52 bombers to the region.
On Sunday, a Katyusha rocket was fired

ON THE BRINK OF A WAR
 Tensions between US and Iran

have been on the rise as the US has
deployed a carrier group and
B-52 bombers to the Gulf
 The Trump administration has
ordered non-essential diplomatic
staff out of Iraq
 Trump’s national security
advisor John Bolton is pushing a
hard line on Iran: Reports
into Baghdad's Green Zone housing government offices and embassies including
the US mission. It was not immediately
clear who was behind the attack.

Ford to cut 7k
jobs globally

According to US media reports,
Trump's long-hawkish national security
advisor John Bolton is pushing a hard line
on Iran, but others in the administration
are resisting.
Trump himself said recently that he
has to "temper" Bolton.
Iran's foreign minister downplayed the
prospect of a new war in the region on
Saturday, saying Tehran opposed it and
no party was under the "illusion" the
Islamic republic could be confronted.
"We are certain... there will not be a war
since neither we want a war nor does anyone have the illusion they can confront
Iran in the region," Mohammad Javad
Zarif told state-run news agency IRNA at
the end of a visit to China.
Iran-US relations hit a new low last year
as US Trump pulled out of a 2015 nuclear
deal and reimposed unilateral sanctions
that had been lifted in exchange for Tehran
scaling back its nuclear program.
Saudi Arabia called Sunday for emergency regional talks to discuss the mounting Gulf tensions, saying that it does not
want war with Iran but is ready to defend
itself.

RAJESH BHAYANI
Mumbai, 20 May

The Maharashtra government is working on a new
system of registration of
land title that will ensure
single-point availability of
a gamut of information. The
state proposes to introduce
the Maharashtra Land
Titling Act, which sources
say will be a single-window
mechanism for authenticating land titles.
The state had released a
draft land titling Act last year
for public debate and has
now decided to go ahead
with its plan. The state's
move is seen as a pilot project
for national rollout of online
land title records with the
government. Maharashtra is
planning to implement it in
Mumbai first.
Government officials are
currently tight-lipped due
to the code of conduct
ahead of the Lok Sabha
polls, but sources said that
the land titling mechanism
will first take off in Mumbai
because linking of various
departments and digitising
records has already been
completed there.
The first move will be to
clear the draft bill in the state
Cabinet and get it passed in
the Assembly session beginning mid-June. Once the Act
is passed in both the Houses,
notifying it would be easier.
However, all processes have
to be completed in the next

SMOOTHER PROCESS
 At present, no conclusive

system for land titles
 Property deals, financing
and acquisition becomes
time-consuming
 For the first time, state or
public authority would be
confirming land titles
 Land title insurance will
also be a reality once the
new system is implemented
three months as state assembly elections are scheduled
in October.
The state will first set up
the Maharashtra Land Titling
Authority for the implementation. This authority will
ensure that all information
related to an immovable
property is accessible at one
place. This will be done by
bringing together information available with different
agencies in the existing system like Registration, Survey
and Land Records. It also
stands for the single agency
taking care of the maintenance of records as well as
updating the records as per
the transactions that happen,
said the source.
There will be one or more
tribunals for land titling and
one or more appellate tribunals. The appellate tribunal’s awards can be challenged in a special Bench of
the high court. The authority
will also appoint the title reg-

istration officer.
Once a property’s preliminary record draft of title is
prepared, objection will be
invited and after considering
those objections, if any, the
title would be registered. The
government also proposes
penalties, including fine and
imprisonment, in case of wilful concealment of information or deliberate furnishing
of false information to any
officer or tribunal established
under this Act.
The state government
source also said that once
the new system is implemented, the land title will
give security to the title and
rights of persons owning,
purchasing or receiving the
property. This will protect
title-holders from fraud
when dealing with property
and also provide transparency and easy accessibility of information on land
and also transactions. This,
in turn, will make even
financing smoother.
The records will contain
details related to immovable
property owned by a person,
nature of ownership, charge
or covenant on the land, and
so on.
At present, it is left to the
individual to ascertain the
title of the property. Under
the proposed system, the
title registration officer will
carry out the process of
preparation, maintenance
and updating of the Titles
register.

SC to take up
govt plea on
black money
law today

AFP/PTI

PRESS TRUST OF INDIA

New York, 20 May

New Delhi, 20 May

Ford plans to cut 7,000
jobs, or 10 percent of its
global salaried workforce,
as part of a reorganization
as it revamps its vehicle
offerings, the company
said Monday.
The downsizing will
involve some layoffs and
reassignments of whitecollar staff and should be
complete by the end of
August, a Ford spokeswoman said. Ford has
been phasing out most
sedan models in the
United States as more consumers have opted for
pickup trucks and sport
utility vehicles. The move,
which began last year and
follows some job cuts
announced earlier in other regions, will lead to 800
layoffs in North America
in total, including about
500 this week, said Ford
spokeswoman Marisa
Bradley.

The SC agreed on Monday to
hear on Tuesday the Centre’s
plea challenging the Delhi High
Court order staying its notification to allow the 2016 black
money law to operate with retrospective effect from July, 2015
to book and probe offenders.
The Centre is also aggrieved by
the interim order of the high
court that restrained the
Income Tax (I-T) department
from taking any action against
VVIP chopper scam accused
Gautam Khaitan, against
whom a black money case has
been lodged. The high court, in
its order, said the Black Money
(Undisclosed Foreign Income
and Assets) and Imposition of
Tax Act, which was enacted in
April 2016, could not be allowed
to operate with retrospective
effect from July, 2015.

Billionaire pays off $40-mn loan of students at US college
BLOOMBERG
New York, 20 May

Billionaire investor Robert
F Smith (pictured)
announced in a commencement address at
Morehouse College on
Sunday that he would pay
off the student loans of
every member of the class
of 2019.
“On behalf of the eight
generations of my family that
have been in this country,

we’re gonna put a little fuel in
your bus,” Smith said during
a speech to the Atlanta col-
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lege’s graduating class. “My
family is going to create a
grant to eliminate your stu-

dent loans,” Smith added,
according to a Twitter post by
Morehouse College.
“This is my class, 2019.
And my family is making a
grant to eliminate their student loans,” he was quoted as
saying. An official at the historically-black, all-male college told a local news station
that the gift was worth about
$40 million. There are almost
400 graduating seniors in the
class. Federal student loans
are the only consumer debt

segment with continuous
cumulative growth since the
Great Recession. There’s $1.6
trillion in outstanding debt
through the first quarter of
2019 while delinquent US
student loans reached a
record $166 billion at the end
of 2018.
Smith, the richest black
person in the US with a net
worth of $4.5 billion on the
Bloomberg Billionaires Index,
had already announced a $1.5
million gift to Morehouse.
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